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Rationale»—»One of the greatest contributions a school can make
to a child is to promote his present health and send him out with
proper habits and attitudes for protecting and maintaining that health
for the rest of his life. Good health teaching goes far beyond the pre¬
sentation of facts about healthful living. It leads children to take
unto themselves the ideas gained and apply them in everyday living.
The quality of health is not Influenced by what one reads but by
what one does. It is generally known about how much sleep is required
for good bociy functioning^ what kind and how much food are needed^
what atmospheric conditions are desirable^ and what types of clothing
are healthful. The environments of most people afford these essentials^
but not all people choose to take advantage of them,
Williams states that as long as a wide gap exists between avail¬
able knowledge and habits of living, the prospects for inprovement of
health are slight. Our attention should be focused on closing this gap.
Health education to be of value must z^sult in the application in
living of what one learns. Health depends not only on heredity, en¬
vironment, and available knowledge, but also upon daily health habits,^
If a child is to develop and maintain desirable health practices,
adjust favorably to the world In which he lives, and use wisely the
1




professional health services available to hlm^ he heeds the benefits
to be derived from a well planned school health program*
School health programs are concerned with the general problem of
conservation of human resoxirces* It has long been recognized that good
health Is the principal source of Individual happiness and national
strength* The general objective of the health pirogram In the elementary
school Is to help boys and girls become Increasingly capable of making
Intelligent decisions about their own health problems and those of the
comnunlty^ state and nation* Because every aspect of the school
program Influences the health of children. It Is essential that every
member of the staff understands the objectives of the school health
program and assme some responsibility for contributing to the achieve¬
ment of these objectives*
A good school health program Includes a healthful school environ¬
ment, adeq\iate school health services, a systematic program of physical
education, and a functional program of health Instruction*
Health Instruction In schools Is a large area and an lngpozd^ant cog
In this pattern of health education* Health education seeks to bring
about changes In how people actually think, feel and do about health*
Some studies point to the fact that better health programs In the school
program has led to Inqproved behaviour* In order that this change be
effected, however, the Instruction must be of a dynamic nature* All
persons wUl not behave according to the knowledge gained but a great
percent will do so*
Health instruction should begin with where children are, recognize
3
"bheir needSj and guide their activities so as to lead them from one
step to the next*
Knowledge of the developmental needs of all children indicates
that health teaching in the elementary school will center aroxmd the
development of desirable practices^ attitudes, and understandings
associated with (&) nutrition and growth, (b) relaxation, rest, and
sleep, (c) activity, (d) fresh air and sunshine, (e) elimination, (f)
cleanliness and care of teeth, body, and clothing, (g) ii^ortance and
means of securing dental and medical attention, (h) control of in»
faction, (1) care of eyes and ears, (j) posture, (k) safety, and (l)
emotional and social adjustment* In the upper grades of the elemen¬
tary school there Is, in addition, need to widen the horizons of the
p\q)ils to Introduce them to health problems of the hoite, school, and
1
community*
The environment and the way the child responds to It from day to
day determine the direction his growth will take. Since children are
required by law to attend school. It should be a place designed to
serve their legitimate needs* If the school enviroiment Is drab, un¬
attractive, and unsanitary, the child's physical, social, and in¬
tellectual growth will be limited* The school cannot control all the
environmental factors that affect the child, but it should make this
"little piece of the child's universe" as safe, sanitary, comfortable,
attractive, and functional as possible*
Some of the factors to be given consideration are the seating,
_
American Association of School Administrators, Health in Schools*
Twentieth Yearbook (Washington, D* C*s 19^2), p* 6l*
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lighting, ten^eratnre and ventilation, housekeeping, toilet facilities,
the water supply, lunch period activities, and the school grounds*
Health services is a vital cog in the school health program and
provides excellent educational opportunities regarding health for school
personnel* These opportvinities, however, are often overlooked, thereby
weakening to a degree the effectiveness of the total program* These
services are provided for the health protection of pupils and the treat*
ment of illness* They also have an obligation for the promotion of
the health of all pupils*
In order to help pupils develop proper attitudes toward health
services, it is necessary to consider all of his psychological structures
such as needs, goals, motives, attitudes, past experiences and beliefs*
To insure maximum and continued favorable reactions and practices, he
must be relieved of as much fear and misgivings as possible*
The modem concept of an effective school health program calls for
cooperative participation of several professional and lay personnel such
as school administrators, classroom teachers, nurses, supervisors,
sanitarians, parents, social workers, nutritionists, psychologists,
physical educators, counselors, physicians, recreation workers, dentists,
students, and representatives from voluntary health and welfare agencies,
Tdio have as a common objective the total health and well-being of all
school personnel* In other words, the success of such a program depends
upon skillful coordination} that kind of coordination >dxich not only
knows where the program is headed, but insures the smoothest of operation
of all parts of the "machine** in achieving its objectives* By such
coordination, the various components of the heaUda program are broxight
and kept in focus as the program develops.
If the coordination of health program and services is as important
as has been in^lied^ the responsibility for this efficient and harmonious
operation mxist be designated to some particular individual uho is
qualified by training and experience to do the job.
Ideally^ the school health coordinator should be a specialist in
the field. He should be a person who manifests a real Interest in the
program to be coordinated, and should have a \miq\is ability to work with
others. In other words, the school health coordinator should have an
excellent general background in school health, and should be a healthy,
diplomatic, tactful, cooperative, sy9^^>athetic, sociable person with a
good sense of humor.
There are many e:q)eriences to be offered the child throu^ the
school health program. It is a program that warrants the cooperation
and zealous efforts of all persons and agencies mentioned in the fore¬
going statements, in order for the program to render its best and most
efficient service.
Evolution of the Problem.-«»The writer was stimulated to conduct this
study as a result of having participated in the 1956 Summer School Health
Workshop at Atlanta University. She was Instrumental in setting the
school health program of the Perry Elementary School;, Brunswick, Georgia
and was very Interested in conducting a study to determine its present
adequacy.
Contribution to Educational Knowledge.—The researcher feels that
the execution of this study indicates the degree to which the Perry
6
KLementary School's Health Program is adequately fulfilling its
obligation toward meeting the health needs of its pupils and other school
personnel* It is the researcher's desire that where these needs are
found not being met, that ways and means of modifying and refining those
areas of the program that were not functioning effectively are suggested
so as to lend more effectiveness in promoting the physical, mental,
social, and emotional health of the pupils and professional staff*
The researcher further feels and hopes that this study will be
beneficial to other schools in setting up an effective school health
program*
Statement of the Problem,—»The problem Involved in this study was
to detemlne the present adequacy of the school health program with
en^hasls on Health Instruction, Health Service, and Healthful School
environment of the Perry Elementary School, Brxuiswick, Georgia,
Limitation of the Study*-—A critical limitation of this research
inheres in the fact that no set of criteria per se, except for the
standard test, was used to formulate and evaluate the relative levels of
effectiveness of the health program; for the Georgia State Department
of Health did not evolve a separate Set of criteria nor did the re¬
spondents to the questionnaire use any such criteria*
Pvirpose of the Study*—The prlmaiy purpose of the study was to
determine the status of the school health program of Perry Elementary
School, Brunswick, Georgia* The specific purposes were*
1* To determine the extent to which there were adequate facilities
for carrying on health services in the school,
2, To deteimine to what extent health services and instruction
7
were an integral part of the Instructional program of the
school*
3, To determine the extent to which health instimetion in the
school has resulted in measurable knowledge, habits, and
applicability on the part of the ptqpils,
U. To appraise the healthful living aspect of the school
program*
5* To determine the extent to which the present health program
and facilities meet the criteria of desirability and adequacy*
6* To gather reliable data which would serve as a basis for
deriving an array of recommendations for a more effective
school health program*
Definition of Terms*«»-The terms which were used throughout this
study are defined belowt
1* "Health** refers to that eon^lete fitness of body, soundness
of mind, and wholesomeness of emotions, ^ioh make possible
the hipest quality of living and of service*^
2* "School Health Program," as used in this study, refers to
the school procedures that contribute to the understanding,
maintenance, and Is^rovement of health of pupils and school
personnel, including health services, health education,
and healthful school living*^
3* "Healthful School Living" designates the provision of a safe
and healthful environment, the organization of a healthful
school day, and the establishment of interpersonal relation¬
ships favorable to emotional, social and physical health*^
U* "Health Services" refers to the school procedures which are
established to (a) appraise the health status of pupils
and school personnel; (b) council pupils, parents, and other
persons involved concerning appraisal findings; (e) en¬
courage tile correction of remedial defects; (d) help plan
1
C, Turner, C, Sellery, and S, Smith, School Health and Health
Education (St, Louisi G, V, Mqsby Company, 1957), p, 33*
2
Irwin Johnson, Methods and Materials in School Health Education
(St, Louis: C. V, Mosby Corapany, 1956), p* 21*
3
American Association of School Administrators, Health in Schools
(Washington, D, C,* lJ>Ui), p* 1^*
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for the health care and education of handicapped childreni
(e) help prevent and control diseasei (f) provide emergency
care for the sick or injured.'*’
Locale of the Study.—The locale for this research was the Perry
Elementary School, Birunswick, Georgia* Biunswick is located in south¬
eastern Georgia, Glynn County, and is about eighty-two miles north of
the Florida boundary, Brunswick is a seaport town with a jxjpulation
of 21,703. It has a good harbor, and about fifty manufacturing plants,
including a pulp mill and a naval stores plant. The city is in the
center of the shrls^i and crabbing industry of the Georgia coast. It
is the gateway to several well-known Georgia resorts* Nearby, on St*
Simons Island, is located Fort Fredexi.ca National Monument.
Perry Elementary School is one of the elementary schools for
Negroes in Glynn County. The enrollment of the school for this year
was 6141 and offers work for grades one through six. There are twenty-
one teachers and one principal, all of whom hold high levels of cexw
tification, which includes bachelor degrees, master's degrees and
study beyond the master's degree.
Period of Study.—This study was conducted during the 1960-1961
school year at the Perxy Elementary School, Bmmswick, Georgia and
dTiring the 1961 Summer School Session at Atlanta University.
Method of Research.—Ihe Descriptive-Survey Method of Research,
which en^loyed the technique of the questionnaire, the specific technics
of testing, and observational procedures were used to gather and to
I
Journal of the American Association for He^th, Physical Education
and Recreation, Vol. IXXII, No. 7 (September. 1951 )« P. lli. As cited
by "Report of the Committee on Terminology" in School Health Education
(Los Angeles: University of California, August, 1952), p, 22.
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interpret the d ata required for this study*
Subjects*—»The sTibjects involved in this study were a selected
group of sixth grade pupils^ twenty-one teachers, the principal, the
three custodians, the lunchroom manager and her foxir helpers, and
twenty* . members of Perry School’s P*T*A,
Instruments*—The research instruments idiich were used are as
follows} (l) A questionnaire - "An ^praisal of the School Health
Program,”^ which was designed and validated by con5)etent woricers in the
area of educational research of the Georgia Department of Health
Education, (2) observations, (3) literature in the field of health, and
(U) Health and Safety Education Test, Form A -National Achievement
2
Test*
Criteria of Reliability*~The criteria of reliability for appraising
the data was the accuracy of the re^onses of the subjects to the
items on the questionnaire, together with the reliability of the test
administered, which constituted the sources of the data*
Research Procedure*—The following procedural steps were used to
achieve the ^cifio purposes of this research}
1* A sTirvey of related literature pertinent to the study was
made*
2* Permission to carry on the study was secured from the proper
authorities*
3* The school personnel, P*T*A* members, and the sixth grade
1
State Department of Education, An Appraisal of the School Health
Program, Atlanta 3, Georgia*
2
Oscar K* Buros, Mental Measurements Yearbook (New Jersey} The
Gryphon Press, 1959), p* ^ii2*
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pupils concerned with this study were approached to secure
their cooperation, and were orientated to the nature and
scope of the problem*
U. A questionnaire, "An Appraisal of the School Health Program,"
State Department of Education, Atlanta 3, Georgia, was
administered*
The Health and Safety Education Test, Form A-National
Achievement Test was administered*
6* The data for both the questionnaire and test were assembled
in appropriate tablesj and statistically treated as follows:
(a) The questionnaire data, with reference to frequency and
per cent of responses to the respective items, and (b) the
test data, with reference to the mean, median, standard
deviation, standard error of the mean, and grade-placement
or percentile indices for the group*
7* The findings, conclusions, inplications, and recommendations
are included in the oonpleted thesis*
Collection of Data,--The data pertinent to this study was collected
as outlined below:
1, During thm month of September, I960, the questionnaire was
administered*
2, During the months of October and November, I960, the
questionnaire data were tabulated and assembled in
appropriate tables; and in ttum statistically treated with
reference to number and per cent of the responses on the
questlonnalre *
3* During the month of December, I960, forty sixth grade pupils
of the Perry Elementary School were given the Acorn Health
and Safety Education Test; and the test scores were assembled
in tables and statistically treated with reference to the
measures: mean, median, standard deviation, and standard
error of the mean.
Survey of Related literature*—A survey of the related literature
pertinent to this research reveals that a lot of attention has been
given to the school health program. The literature for this research
has been categorized as follows:
I, History of the School Health Activities
11
II* Scope of School Health Program
1, Healthful school community environment
2. Health &3tetrti6tion
3* Health service
U* Physical Education and Recreation
III* Basic Areas of Criteria
History*—Historically speaking iMiny school health activities had
their beginnings abroad* As early as I833 the French government passed
a law making school authorities responsible for the sanitary condition
1
of school bxiUdings and for the health of children*
Horace Hann suggested as early as 1662 that health should be
tau^t in schools but the idea vas not well received* Although an
occasional course in hygiene vas introduced from time to tlme^ re-»
2
latively little was done prior to this time*
The modem program of school health education began about 191^*
It has put enphasis on healthful living^ at the same time siQTplylng
the health facts idiich are needed* It has recognized that healthful
school living and the child's contact with school health services
stqpply many of his most val\iable health learning experiences*
Healthful School-CioBimunity Enviroiment*—The relationship between the
physical plant of the school and the mental and physical health of its
occupants is now widely recognized*
The Anerican Association of School Administrators oiqphasizes the
role of the physical environment in health in these words:
Educational growth of children to fullest potential cannot
be achieved unless every aspect of the physical environment
is so controlled that it contributes to the comfort and health
i ^




of the pupils and professional staff.
Supporting this belief. Turner, Sellery, and Smith in dioussing
health protection and health education had the following to sayt
A healthful school environment (as well as adequate school
health services, communicable disease control, a hygiene arrange¬
ment of the ptipil’s day, a good program of physical education,
adequate safety and precautions, and the maintenance of a
healthy staff) provides a means of teaching health indirectly.
These indirect health learnings are a vital part of the child's
health education.
Good sanitation will go far in reaching sanitary habits by
habituating the child to a healthful environment. Poor sani¬
tation contradicts and invalidates the teaching of sanitary
priiuiples. Good sanitation must be coupled with good in¬
struction in order^to secure best results, each aiding and rein¬
forcing the other,^
In discussing standards for safety and sanitation in the Sug¬
gested School Health Polioies, the National Committee on School Health
Policies affirms:
The authority which requires pupils to attend school inqplies
the responsibility to p3?ovide an environment as evocative as
possible for growth, learning and health. Location of the
school shoTild be chosen with a view to an^le space for buildings
and groimds; to safety from accident hazzards, especially traffic
hazzards) to freedom from noise; to cleanliness and to the
provision of as good drainage as possible. The school should
not be at the botton of the valley nor at the top of an
exceptionally high hill. There should be appropriate sunshine
and shade if necessary, shelter from severe winds. The location
should be easily accessible, particiilar for small children.
Attractiveness of surroundings should not be overlooked,^
The organization of a healthful school day is an important aspect
of healthful school living. For the school day to be organized
1
American Association of School Administrators, Health in Schools
(Eashington, D, C,t 19^1), p, 89,
2
Turner, Sellery, and Smith, op, oit,, p, 2U,
3
National Committee on School Health Policies, Suggested School
Health Policies (New York and Minneapolis, 19U6), p, 11,
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healthfully for all pupils, it must be planned on an individual basis*
The physical and mental capacities of pupils vary so greatly that the
ideal healthful school organization cannot be planned and administered
for the average pupils as conditions have been and continue to be in
many schools*
According to Irwin, the following factors must be dealt with in
properly organizing the school day for optimum healthful living
conditionst
1* The schedule of each pupil should be arranged on the
basis of results of medical examinations* Care should be
exercised that children are not permitted to atten5)t to carry
too many siibjects or to participate in too many activities*
2. The organized school day for academic work should not be
too long*
3* Rest and relaxation periods should be arranged for those
pt^ils for whom the regular routine seems too strenuous*
U* The presswe of including activities of all types
should be kept at a minimum*
5* Class work for some pupils shotild be modified in ac->
cordance with their mental and physical capacity*
6* Pupils should be seated for eye and ear defects on the
basis of the results of the medical examination*
7* Assignment to special classes should be made if
necessary,^
Health Education*~-The modern concept of health teaching or health
education is that it is more than the acquisition of health facts*
More la?)ortanb than the facts themselves is >4iat the learner does with
the facts and what the facts do to the learner once he has used them*
Health teaching today is based on the belief that health education is
more than the mastery of health facts alone* It is concerned with
desirable health behavior —the in^jrovement of living. It is concerned
1
Leslie W, Irwin, The C\irrietiltun in Health and Health Education
St, Louis: The C, V, Mosby Company, 1951), PP* 2U3-i4:*
with Interest, needs and goals of the learner as seen by him. It is
trying more and more to understand some of the reasons behind one’s
present behavior* Thus, the ultimate goal of health education is to
1
put into practice those facts learned about health*
In placing eii5)ha8is upon the requisite diraate and activities for
a health program the Atlanta University School Health Workshop Bulletin
states!
Health teaching or health education today should provide
continuously those kinds of learning experiences which will
influence favorably knowledge, attitudes, and conduct relating
to individual and grotp health* It must provide those kinds
of e:q)eriences which will enable pt^ils to live health, rather
than Just learn about it*
In order to provide a functional health education program
for all its personnel, schools miist attract to its staff
teachers who realize that health is so vital a part of all
living ejqjeriences that it is Impossible to circtimscribe the
teaching program with courses, units, plans, and study outlines*
They must also realize that they provide only a part of the
total experiences of the child| that he lives in a home and
community which provide a multitude of daily experiences not
directed by the school. These too contribute to the health
behavior of the child*^
Certain outstanding factors affect materially the results of health
instruction in schools* In this connection Ritter and Shepherd stated
that!
There are two aspects of health instruction in schools*
One is mainly administrative and has a vital part in children's
proper development* It mainly deals with the school environ¬
ment and the physical set-t^* The other is guidance and
development of children along the lines of happy, efficient living*
It has to do with procedures and the activities which the pi?>ils
more directly participate*'^
Report of School Health Workshop, School Health Program (Atlanta
Uyjiversityt 19^6), pp* 17-18*
^Ibid*
3
E, L* Ritter, and I* A* Shepherd, Methods of Teaching in Town and
Rural Schools (New lorkt The Dryden Press, 19ii5)* P* U8*
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In discussing health instruction in the elementary school, the
School He^th Guide of Georgia states:
In the primary grades, eir5)hasis shoxiLd be placed on health¬
ful living to the end that desirable health habits and proper
attitudes will be developed* The methods of giving this emphasis
should be through the utilisation of everyday life experiences
and throu^ planned activities that are of Interest and have
meaning for children and will tend to influence favorably their
health behavior,^
Ragan has the following to say about health instruction in the
elementary school:
Methods of including health instruction in the currlculim in
the primary grades include (l) using routine dally experiences,
such as morning inspection} the school lunch} rest periods}
use of toilets} washbowls, and drinking fountains} examinations,
imm:mlzation, and play periods} and adaptation of clothing and
weather} (2) helping children e:q>lore and understand the health
aspects of the environment by studying aboxib milk, water, food,
housing, dothlng, pets, plants. Industries, and transportation}
and (3) health readers and dramatic plays*
Health instruction in the grades above the primary grades
will continue to enphasize guidance in healthful living and in
understanding the environment and making use of books* As the
child grows older, he has the need for developing a factual
background for healthful living, but the materials used should
be closely related to his interests and needs*^
This point of health instruction in the elementary school further
emphasized in the School Health Guide of Georgia as follows:
In the intermediate grades, the ofophasis should be continued
on the development of safety and health attitudes and practices
of daily living at home, at school, and in the community* Added
interests, understanding and appreciation of the need for and
value of healthful living are basic at this age level* Children
at this level should begin to understand the concepts underlying
desirable health behavior* In the upper grades of this group
special en^hasis should be placed upon boy-girl relationships.
1
School Health Guide. Georgia Department of Public Health (Atlanta:
Georgia Department of Education, 1955), p* 32*
2
William B, Ragan, Modern Elementary Curriculum (New York: Henry
Holt and Company, Inc«, 195^), pp* 3i4l“ii^
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adolescent body changes (particularly with girls), dating, good
grooming and getting along with others* There should be an
increasing consciousness on the part of the pupil of the relation¬
ships of individual, school and community health, developed
through his participation in activities which involve these
relationships*
Instruction in health on the high school level should be in
terms of a carefully planned sequence of experiences based upon
the students present level of knowledge and understandings, his
attitudes and practices, his present and anticipated needs can
be determined by health examinations, teacher observations,
teacher-pupil conferences, school records, previous cundctilum
experiences in.health, present and past experiences in other
related areas
According to the "Curriculum Framework for Georgia Schools",
Health instinictlon should possess such features ast
Health instruction given in related areas should be sup¬
plemented and strengthened with proper experiences in physical
education and recreation, health seirvlces and environmental
health end should be taught by teachers idio have had training
In the total school health program with special emphasis on the
teaching of health, cosparable in content and quality to that
required in other major areas of the curriculxm,^
Our understanding of health ednxsation or instruction today will be
aided if we have an luiderstanding of certain facts and principles which
underlie the development and administrative conduct of the program* The
following are s\jmmaxi.n.tions of the ten general principles underlying
health education as formulated by Turner, Sellery and Smitht
1* One's health is determined by both his heredity and his
mode of living. Because of differences in constitution, two
children with the same program of living may not maintain the same
health. Neither teacher nor children should e3q)ect health edu¬
cation to produce uniform health*
2* Health education is the joint responsibility of the home
and the school and, less directly, of the community* The school
does not expect to supplant the home but rather to allow the
1
School Health Guide, op* cit*, pp, 32-33*
^Ibid*
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child to find at school support for the program of healthful
living which he is being tau^t at home*
3* In the elementary schoolj health educationj or teaching
for healthy is principally in the hands of the classroom
teacher. In dealing with the modification of habits, we
recognize the importance of repetition. Children will foxm
habits, not by learning a fact, but by doing things repeatedly
with satisfactory results*
U, Health education must be accepted and fostered by the
administration authorities of the school as a part of the
educational program if it is to succeed*
5, Effective health education demands the understanding,
STiiqpathy, cooperation, and stpport of health specialists in
the school system. Physicians, nurses, dentists, dental
hygienists, physical educators, and nutritionists understand,
contribute to, and cooperate in, the program of health education*
6, Health instruction and the development of health attitudes
and habits contribute to the easier and better accomplishment
of the mental, dental, and nursing services*
7, ilie promotion of teacher health is in^ortsuit to the
health education program, as well as to the quality and cost
of education. It is obvious that a well teacher will do better
classroom work than a sick teacher. The instruction will be
more effective, more continuous, and hence less e^enslve*
8, The professional skill and initiative of the teacher
constitute a most valuable element in health education. Health
is a way of living, not a subject that can be taught mechanically*
Unless the teacher hav initiative, interest in the pupil activities
he develops, and the ability to adapt them to the needs of each
particular group of children, the health education program in
the classroom will fall to be fully effective*
9, It is necessary to develop health practices on the part
of the child before he is old enou^ to understand the scientifio
reasons upon vhich these practices rest* Practice is needed
before knowledge is possible* As the child develops, we
gradually present the knowledge t?>on which health practices are
based, adapting our instruction to his interest and capacities*
10* Correct attitudes are in^ortant. The desirable attitude
toward health regards it as a means of enriching life and not as
an end in itself. Health contribute to happiness, to comfort, to
enjoyment, and to the maintenance of friendly social relationships*
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It contributes to the acoon^llshinent of the fundaioental alms
of llfe.^
Health Services«—-School health services are the Joint responsi¬
bility of the schools, health department, and the community. Protecting
and iB^roving the health of students and school personnel through the
operation of health services demands cooperative efforts from parents,
physicians, dentists, nurses, teachers, psychologists, and others. We
must remember, however, that parents have the primary responsibility for
the health and welfare of their children*
There is growing convictions among experts that the teacher
2
occupies the central position in the provision of health services.
According to the Atlanta University School Health Workshop Bulletin,
the strategic position of the teacher in the three areas of health
program is characterized as follows!
The classroom teacher holds a strategic position in all three
areas. The teacher is the first to observe signs and syx^tons
of communicable diseases in children and to discern other de«
viatlons from the normal. She assures the child of a safe and
healthful classroom environment. The amount of kno>dedge a
child gains about Individual and community health depends upon
this key person. His health habits and attitudes depend upon
how the total health program is in^lemented by his classroom
teacher,-^
The teacher must teach health both by precept and exan^le. She
should never forget that teaching by example Is an outstanding method
in education. The following bit of verse retells appealingly the old
1
C. Turner, C, Sellery, and S, Smith, op, cit., pp, U7-li8.
2
Charles C, Wilson, (ed). Health Education (Washington, D, C.t
National Education Association, 191^8), p, 66,
3
Report of School Health Woikshop, op, cit,, p, 9.
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texbt Actions speak louder than words*
I
"I'd rather see a sermon
Than hear one any day}
I»d rather one should walk with me
Than merely show the way.
The eye's a better pupU,
And more willing than the ear;
Fine counsel is confusing^
But example's always clear.
And best of all the preachers
Are the men who lire their creeds*
For to see good put in action
Is >diat evezybody needs.
II
"I soon can learn to do it^
If you'll let me see it done}
I can see your hands in action^
But your tongue too fast may run.
And the lectures you deliver
May be very fine and true^
But I'd rather get ny lesson
By observing what you do.
For I may misunderstand you
And the high advice you give
But there's no misunderstanding
How you act and how you livej"
1
- Ananymous*
Health services should provide fort
1. Normal growth and development} establish of desirable
health habits and attitudes in children.
2* Health eppraisal of all childiren^ including physical
examination by physicians and dentists; screening procedures
and tests; inspection; and teacher observation*
3* Follow-up program to insure correction of defects by
family; aiding individual and family to live effectively with
Charles C* Wilson, op* cit;,,p. 2?9*
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nonremedisQ. defects; and obtaining appropriate adjustments of
the school program to meet the needs of the child with non-
remedial defects*
U* Infomat ion about health and scientific discoveries*
5* Information and guidance for the individual diUd's health*
6* Protection against health hazzards, including communi-
oontrol, environmental sanitation, and accident
No school health program is con^jlete unless provisions am
made for the identification of handicapped students and the adaptation
of programs to meet their needs* The physical and mental health of
the handicapped students may be farther impaired by neglect of his
special problem*
The School Health Policies Committee has described the optimum
climate for the handicapped childt
The haiMiicapped child shotild be treated so far as possible
just as if he had ne handicap* Special attention should not go
beyond that absolutely necessary to enable him to go along and
get along with the class in which he is placed* On the other
hand, there can be no objection to making any modifications,
exceptions or provisions in the •‘regrilar** school program idiich
will enable the handicapped child better to adjust himself to
his tasks, teachers, and mates* The child shoiild be helped to
live successfully within his limitations, or even if this means
doing things differently at different times from other children*
He should be reasonably piotected from feeling of incon^tency,
frustration, failure or a sense of being too different (thou^i
obviously someidiat different) from other children* Social ad-
j^lstment is the paramount issue*^
Mental and emotional health are vital parts of any good school





School Health Ghiide, op* eit*, pp* 5-6*
2
National Committee on School Health Policies, op* cit*, pp, 36-37*
ZL
Dr« Ruth Grout in speaking of children's needs mentions the fact
that every child has certain emotional needs idiich must be recognized
and met* Every child has the need for affection, to be liked by others,
1
to keep from being hurt, to belong and to be comfortable*
The child is constantly having to make adjustments* Under the
paroper influence and environment this is done with a minlimim of dif¬
ficulty* However, idien difficulties arise in adjustment, emotional
disturbances and behavior problems manifest themselves* In order to
help the child it oftlmea requires the help of a well-coordinated grotqp
of health h^jmiates, such as the teacher, social worker, nurse, P3y<-
ehologist and psychiatrists, guidance personnel and others wozking to»
gether*
Turner, Sellery aid Smith describe the role of the teacher in pro¬
viding for the maatal health of children in these wordst
The teacher has an opportunity, second only to that of
parents to help children like and adjust themselves, learn to
get along happily and successfully with others, and make diole-
some adjustments to living* The teacher has both a positive
and a preventive role in mental and emotional health* He pays
careful attention to the promotion of positive mental health by
providing the kind of environment at school in which children
may grow and develop normally* He makes possible the kinds
of learning e^cperlenoes by -vdilch wholesome attitudes and behavior
patterns may be formed* He is concerned also with discovering
and preventing the further development of minor disorders and
with referring for psyc^atric services those children with
emotional disturbances*^
Physical Education and Recreation*—In that area of school life
which is today properly designated as physical education, the Greeks had
1
Ruth E, Grout, He^to Teaching in Schools (Philadelphiat ¥, B*
Sanders and Conqiany, 19^3), p* ^0*
2
C, Turner, C, Sellery, and S, Smith, op* clt** p*
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a way with it and the Romans had the words for it? •’Mens Sans in
Corpora Sano" ("A sotind body in a sound mind")# Physical education is
a way of education through motor activities and related e^cperieiuses^ The
activities are selected as to content and directed as to outcomes#
Wilson points out the fact that it must be clearly stated and
frankly admitted that for a long time there was a great deal of con¬
fusion about the relationship between physical education and the school
health program# Although not identical, school health programs and
physical education contribute so much to each other that a person
engsiged in one of these programs should actiTely siipport and promote
the other#^
According to the Texas Association of School Administrators, the
purposes of physical education in terms of knowledges, attitudes,
skills and practices are tot
1# Develop and maintain physical efficiency#
2# Develop useful physical skills*
3# Develop socially acceptable ways of behavior#
2li# Develop enjoyment of tdiolesome physical relaxation#
The School Health Guide of Georgia points out the following con¬
cerning physical education and recreation in a school health programt
When the school's physical education and recreation program
is planned, it should be planned to include all children# A
program that includes all children must consider in that word
"all" the timid, aggresive, the mentally retarded, the
1 ^ “ —
Charles C, Wilson (ed), op# clt#* p, l6l#
2




eiceptionally bright, and the physically handicapped.
Turner, Sellery, and Smith believe that physical education should
contribute to the \diole development of the child*
No longer is a physical education period considered to be
merely one in which the muscles are developed and the cir¬
culation, respiration, or other bodily function is inqjroved.
We recognize its contribution to the development of the whole
child,^
Oral gygiene is among the newest phases of health to be added to
the school health program, and few systems have yet a con^rehensive
plan. In order for a school to have a con^rehensive plan, it must
formulate its program on the following principles*
1, It must be an integral part of the regular curriculum
health program,
2, It diovild be built on the philosophy that oral hygiene
is a way of living. It must grow out of and be a part of the
experiences of the child in school, home and community,
3, Oral hygiene information, habits and attitudes to be
effective must be acquired from purposeful functioning
situations,
i]., liie objective should not be just good dental health but
the most vital and best dental health possible for each child,
5, The entire school personnel has decided responsibility
for, and must cooperate in, taking advantage of the many pos¬
sibilities favorably affecting the dental behavior of school
children,^
Basic Areas of Criteria,—In the health program of modern schools
there are six basic areas of criteria of responsibility according to
Allen, namely*
1
School Health Guide, op, cit,, p, U5,
2
C, Turner, C. Sellery, and S, Smith, op, cit,, p, 28U,
J.
Health and Physical Education, Curriculum Bulletin No, 201 (Foart
Worth, Texas* Fort Worth Public Schools, 1937)p p« 2,
2U
1* A healthful school environment must be provided.
Creating this involves such things as the health of teachera,
the control of communicable diseases, and avoidance of con¬
ditions harmful to health.
2, A health guidance program is essential, Day-by-da7
observation of the teacher, periodic health examination, and
health histories are necessary to discover children who have
conditions detrimental to themselves and others,
3. Ebiergency health conditions demand immediate care.
Teachers need to know proper procedures to follow and should
have authority to do whatever is necessary to relieve the
condition in case of emergency. It is a part of the health
program to formulate the procedures to be used in emergencies
and to inst^ct the pupils and teachers concerning them,
U, Accurate health information should be taught. It is
the responsibility of the school to combat misinformation and
superstitutlon,
5, Sound health habits and attitudes need to be established.
It is only by practical, habitual use of one's knowledge that
both physical aid mental health will be maintained,
6, The exceptional child requires a modified school program.
For some exceptional pupils, the regular program must be varied.
The health program includes special care that is needed to
give these children an educational opportunity coiqiarable with
that of normal children,'*’
1 ■
A. Lea James Allen, "The Status of the Program of Health and the
Role of the Health Coordinator in One Hundred Eighteen Negro Schools of
Georgia, 1956-1957" (Unpublished Master's thesis. School of Education,
Atlanta University, 1957), P*l5 as cited from.
CHAPTER II
PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA
Prefatory Statement^—«Good health is the very foundation upon which
an individual depends to a large extent for achievement, success and
happiness in life* Therefore, children of every community, social level,
state and nation must be tau^t the ftindamentals of good health, and
must have available sources of routine as well as adequate health treat*
ment. The School Health Program is a source from which children receive
the learnings and services that are necessary for maintaining their
health* A good school health program Includes a healthful school en*>
vironment, adequate school health services, a systematic program of
physical education, and a functional program of health instruction*
In this chapter the presentation, analysis and treatment of the
data of this study are organized and presented under the following
divisionst (a) data obtained from the questionnaire that was administered,
indicating the Organization and Administration of the School Health
Program of the Perry Elementary School, Brunswick, Georgia, as indicated
by the participants of this researchj (b) data obtained on the Scope of
the School Health Program of the Perry Elementary School, Brunswick,
Georgia; and (c) data derived from the Acorn National Achievement Test
Form A - Health and Safety Education, as obtained from Forty Sixth Grade
Pupils of the Perry Elsnentary Schobl, Brunswick, Georgia* These data
are presented in the series of tables indicated below:
2$
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1* Tables 1 through 27 - Questionnaire data
2, Tables 28 through 32 - Test data
Finally, there is a section on interpretative summaries of the
data*
Presentation of the Findings ViJhich Reveal the Adequacy
of the School Health Program of Perry Elementary
School, Brunswick, Georgia, I96O-I96I
Organization and Administration of the Health Program,~’-Table 1,
page 27, presents the data on the organization and administration of
the health Program of Perry Elementary School, Brunswick, Georgia,
1960-1961, The data reveal that the Peiry School has a personnel
dlz*ectly rej^onsible for the administration and promotion of the health
program, as Indicated by fifty or 100 per cent of the respondents.
Perry Elementary School as all respondents agreed, has an active
school health committee, tdilch is conposed of teachers, lay people,
pupils, and a nurse. Fifty or 100 per cent indicated that the sanitation
personnel is not a member of the school health committee. Forty-nine
or 98 per cent said that a dentist is included; one or 2 per cent did
not respond. Forty-eight or 96 per cent indicated that a physician is
included} two or U per cent did not respond. Forty-six or 92 per cent
indicated that administrators are included} four or 8 per cent did not
respond.
Forty-two or 8U per cent answered "yes" to the question does this
committee meet regularly?} eight or I6 per cent gave no response to the
question. As evidenced by forty-three or 86 per cent of the respondents,
the school health committee helps to plan, activate, and evaluate the
school health program; and the committee's procedures in evaluating the
TABLE 1
DISTBIBUnON OF EESPCHJSES TO FACTORS EELATIVE TO THE ORGANIZATION AND ADMEHISTRATION OF
THE SCHOOL HEALTH PROGRAM OF PERHT ELEMENTART SCHOOL, BRUNSWICK, GEORGIA, AS
REPORTED BT THE PRINCIPAL, THENTT-ONE TEACHERS, THREE CUSTODIANS,
LUNCHROOM MANAGER AND HER FOUR HELPERS, AND TWENTI MEMBERS
OF THE P.T.A., 1960-1961
Factor
No
Yes Per Cent No Per Cent Response Per Cent TotalI.Organization and Administration of the
School Health Program
A. Is there a person directly re¬
sponsible for the administration
and promotion of the health
program in your school? 50
B. Is there an actlre school health
committee? 50
1. Are teachers members of this
committee? 50
2. Are administrators? 1^6
3. Are pupils? 50
k» Are lay people? 50
5* Is a physician Included? 1(8
6. Is a dentist included? 1(9
7. Is a nurse'included? 50
8. Sanitation personnel?
9> Does this committee meet
regularly? 1(2
10. Does it help plan, activate, and






92 k 8 100
100 100
100 100
96 2 h 100
98 1 2 100
100 100
50 100 100
81( 8 16 100
86 7 ll( 100
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program are effective; seven or lU per cent did not respond to this item.
= Procedures in the Evaluation of the Health Program.--The data on
the procedures used to evaluate the Health Program in the Periy Ele¬
mentary School, Brunswick, Georgia, 1950-1961 are presented in Table 2,
page 29* The table shows that the evaluation of the health program at
Perry School Includes health knowledge and health attitudes tests; in¬
terviews and conferences with pupils, parents, health personnel and other
teachers. The table also shows that the information obtained from these
conferences is used to improve the program. Observations of pupils'
attitudes and practices in school, home and community is above average
in effectiveness.
Table 2 appears to suggest that the Perry School needs to improve
its evaluation of the health program and some imprevement needs to
be made in training and encouraging pupils to evaluate themselves by
keeping anecdotal records, diaries, etc., so that they may be able to
receive optimum benefits frem the health program.
Personnel Involved in the Health Program.—Table page 30,
presents the data on the personnel involved in the health program of the
Perry Elementary School, Brunswick, Georgia, I960-I96I. The table
shows that the personnel involved in the health program has reasonable
training in the program. There is an in-service training program in the
school, but it was revealed that some improvement need to be made in the
program so that all concerned can get ihe necessary training, and so
that the program can function at its hipest level of effectiveness.
The school personnel realizes the responsibilities involved in
maintaining the physical, mental, social and emotional health of the
TABLE 2
ntSTHIBOnON OF FACTOBS EEUTIVE TO THE E7ALUATI0N OF THE SCHOOL HEALTH PROGRAM
OF PEER! ELEMEHTAET SCHOOL, BRUNSWICK, GEORGIA, 1960-1961





































a. Does the evaluation includes
1. Health knovled]^ tests? 7 lU IsO 80 1 2 2 Is 100
2. Health attitude tests? h 8 10 20 30 60 2 h k 8 100
3* Observing the attitudes
and practice of pupilst
(a) in school?
(b) in home, whenever
h 8 la 82 5 10 100
possible? 2 h 6 12 36 72 k 8 2 Is 100
(c) in communitj when-
ever possible? 10 20 31 62 2 k 7 Us 100
i». Interviews and con-
Terences with pupils,
parents, health personnel,
and other teachers? 2 h 5 10 36 72 6 12 1 2 100
Training and encouraging
pupils to evaluate them¬
selves by keeping anec¬
dotal records,diaries,etc. 2 h k 8 18 36 23 k6 2 1 2 100
6. When the above information
is obtained is it used to
improve the health program? 1 2 h 8 39 78 3 6 3 6 100
TABLE 3
DISTRIBUTrON: OF FACTOHS (IN-SERVIGE TEAININQ OF THE PEBSONNEL) OF THE SCHOOL HEALTH
PROGRAM OF PERRT ELEMEHTART SCHOOL, BRUNSWICK, GEORGIA, 1960-1961
Factor Tes Per Cent No Per Cent No Response Per Cent Total
Do school personnel have training
in the school health program?
1. All? 36 72
2. More than half?
3. Less than half?
k* None?
5* Does this training include mental
Hi 28
health as veil as physical health? li7 9li 3 6 100
6. Do they feel that each has
responsibilities in the School
health program? ii2 81i 8 16 100
Is there an in-service training program
in school health for all school per¬
sonnel as part of total school program? 1|3 86 3 6 it 8 100
1. Study and planning during pre and
post-planning veeks? li3 86 7 lit 100
2. Study groups during school year? 37 7li 9 18 it 8 100
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pupils and professional staff, and utilizes every means available to
it to attain the benefits that can be derived fi?om a irell planned school
health program* Members of 'tiie personnel also realize that personal
human relationships based upon cooperation in a friendly atmosphere lay
the foundation and form the network for an e ffectivo and adequate
program. Study and planning is carried on during Pre-and POst-Planning
Weeks,
Nature of Written Health Program,—The data on the nature of the
written health program of Perry Elementary School, Brunswidc, Georgia,
1960-1961 are presented in Table U> page 32,
It was unanlmotisly agreed by the respondents that Perry School has
a written piegram of health and it is revised and improved annually.
The Program conforms to the standards established by the county program;
and the public health personnel aids the school in carrying on the re¬
sponsibilities of the school health program.
In planning and writing the program of school health, it may be
noted that U2 or 81; per cent agreed that school personnel, students,
and public health personnel participated; U or 8 per cent answered
••no"; and U or 8 per cent did not respond. Twenty or kO per cent of the
respondents agreed that the P,T,A., school personnel and public health
persoxmel participated, and thirty or 60 per cent did not respond.
Twenty-five or 50 per cent said that the ccaraminity, P,T,A,, school per¬
sonnel, and public health personnel participated; twenty-five or 50 per
cent did ^ot respond to the question.
Healthful School-Community Environment (Grounds),—Table page 33,
presents the data on the •’grounds'* of the Periy Elementary School,
Bninswick, Georgia, 196O-I96I, The data reveal that the Perry
TABLE it
DISTRIBUTION OF FACTORS (WRITTEN PROGRAM OF HEALTH) FOR THE SCHOOL HEALTH PROGRAM OF
PERRT ELEMENTAET SCHOOL, BRUNSWICK, GEORGIA, I96O-I96I
Factor Tes Per Cent No Per Cent No Response Per Cent Total
E. Is there a written program of health
for your school? 50 100 100
1. Is this written program revised
and improTed at least annually? 50 100 100
2. Does the written program of health
for your school conform to the
county written program of school
health? 16 90 5 10 100
3. Do school personnel and public
health personnel ;5oint3y carry
it*
on the responsibility of the health
program in schools?
In planning and writing the pro¬
gram of school health, did the
following participate:




and public health personnel? it2 it 8 it 8 100
(b) P.T.A.j school personnel and
hohealth personnel? 20 30 60 100
(c) Community, P.T.A., school per¬
sonnel and public health
personnel? 25 50 25 50 100
TABLE $
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES TO FACTORS REUTIVE TO THE SCOPE OF THE SCHOOL HEALTH
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a* Suitable in size to meet
state standards? 15 30 27 6 12 2 k 100
b. Landscaped fort
(1) beautification U7 9k 2 h 1 2 100
(2) drainage 9 18 10 20 27 2 k 2 k 100
e* Grass, flowers and
shrubbery in proper
places and well kept? h 8 38 76 6 12 2 u 100
d. Are there objectionable
commercial or industrial areas
nearby creating excessive
noise, dust, or other hazards? U 8 19 38 11 22 k 6 12 2k 100
e. Are grounds clean and
well kept? 3 6 U6 92 1 2 100
Elementary School's grounds meet the standards of requirements as set
forth by the State* The grounds, which are well kept, are landscaped
for beautification with flowers, shrubbery, and grass in proper places.
The school utilizes the services of the personnel of the Building and
Grounds Services of the local Board of Education in conjunction with
its own custodial staff in providing for the constant care of the school
grounds* Generally, the landscaping presents a pleasant atmosphere as
well as providing a physical outdoor environment freed from health and
safety hazards* It may be noted from Table however, that there is
objectionable noisev due to the nearby passing of trains*
HealthfTil School-Community Environment (Buildings) .--The data
concerning the buildings of the Perry Elementary School, Brunswick,
Georgia, are presented in Table 6, page 35* These data reveal that the
buildings are attractivs and in a state of good repair* The buildings,
-idiich present a friendly and inviting atmo^here, are orderly, clean,
and well-lighted throughout*
It is to be noted that all respondents indicated that there is a
separate rest room and lounge for teachersj and there is no ranqp en^
trance which will accommodate a wheel-chair patient* The table also
shows that there is not an adequate number of other necessary buildings,
and that the school needs to explore the possibility of obtaining
additional plant facilities in order to carry on a more effective pro¬
gram*
Healthful School-Conmiunity Environment (Sanitation)*—Table 7#
page 36, presents the data on the "sanitation facilities" of the Perry
School,, Brunswick, Georgia, I96O-I96I* The table shows that Perry
TABLE 6
DISTEIBUnOH OP SELECTED FACTORS 05 THE SCHOOIr-COMMONITT ENVIRONMENT (BDILDirNGS) OF THE
SCHOOL HEALTH PROGRAM OF PERRI ELEMENTARI SCHOOL, BRUNSWICK, GEORGU, 1960-1961
Factor Tes Per Cent Mo Per Gent Mo Response Per Cent Total
2. Buildings
a. Attractive and in good state of
repair? la 82 7 Ik 2 k 100
b. Adequate number of suitable class¬
rooms? (minijnum 20 sq. ft. per
pupil) 28 56 20 ko 2 k 100
c. Adequate number of other necessar7
buildings? 20 IjO 28 56 2 h 100
d. Is there a separate rest room for
teachers where they may relax during
free periods? 50 100 100
e. Are buildings clean and well kept? li5 90 k 8 1 2 100
f. Ramp entrance that will ac¬
commodate wheel chair? 50 100 100
TABLE 7
DISTEIBUTION OF SELECTED FACTORS ON THE SCHOOL-COMDNITT ENVIRONMENT (SANITATION) OF THE
SCHOOL HEALTH PROGRAM OF THE PERRY ELEMENTARY SCHOOL, BRDNSWICK, GEOBGU,
1960-1961
Factor Yes Per Cent No Per Cent No Response Per Cent Total
3* Sanitation
a. Is drinking water arailable on
school grounds?
(1) Is source of water approved
^0 100 100
b7 the Health Department 50 100 100
(2) Has it been tested and approved
by the Health Department with¬
in the year? kB 96 2 k 100
(3) Is the quantity sufficient?
(It) Is the distribution system >
hB 96 2 100
approved by the Health Department? It6 92 i; 8 100
b. Are adequate sanitazy-tTpe drinking
fountains available with heists
adjusted to age groups using 1*6®.? h9 98 1 2 100
C. Are there alw^ plenty of paper
towels? h9 98 1 2 100
D. Is either liquid soap or soap
powder, properly dispensed, used
for handwashing? 50 100 100
6* Are toilets approved the Depart¬
ment of Public Health? 50 100 100
(1) Flush type Pit (check)
(2) Inside building? 50 100 100
(3) Provided with adequate number
of commodes and u^nals for the
peak number of children using them?U8 96 2 k 100
TABLE 7 (CONTINUED)
Factor Tes Per Cent No Per Cent No Response Per Cent Total
(W Kept clean? Mt 88 h 8 2 k 100
(5) Free from marks? 36 72 10 20 k 8 100
(6) Well ventilated? 50 100 100
(7) Well lighted 50 100 100
(8) Supplied with plenty of
toilet paper? ii8 96 2 k 100
(9) Provided with fixtures
suitable in hei^t and size
for children rising them? kS 92 2 k 2 k 100
(10) Is disposal l^y septic tank? 50 100 100
(11) Or l?y city sewerage sjrstem? $0 100 100
Are children trained in proper
use and maintenance of toilets? 50 100 100
Is there a toilet that vill ac¬
commodate a ^eel-(^air patient? 50 100 100
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School, Brunswick, Georgia, 1960-1961* The table shows that Perry
School’s sanitation facilities meet the standards for such facilities
as set up by the Public Health Department* Fifty or 100 per cent of
the respondents indicated that drinking water is available on the school
grounds and that the water supply is tested and approved annually by the
Health Department of Glynn County* There are sanitary-type drinking
foxxntains available and adjusted to the ptqoils using them* The jets
project from the side of the bowl to an upward angle and are high enough
so as not to be siibmerged if the bowl becomes flooded*
Forty-nine or 98 per cent of the respondents indicated that there
is plenty of paper towels for pupils’ usej there is soap properly
dispersed, available for handwashing; one or 2 per cent said ’’no*"
The fl'ush-type toilets approved by the Department of Public Health,
are inside the building* Toilet rooms with the entrances properly
shielded are provided for each sex* The walls and floors are of
materials that do not absorb molstvire and have smooth, easily cleaned
surfaces. Forty-eight or 96 per cent agreed that the toilets are pro¬
vided with an adequate number of commodes and tirlnals for the number of
children using them; two or U pez* cent said "no*" The toilets with
fixt\ires suitable in height and size for the children using th@a are
clean, properly lighted, and ventilated* It was unanimously agreed that
there is no toilet that will acconmodate a wheel-chair patient*
Healthful School-Community Environment (Heating* Ventilation*
Lighting)*—Table 8, page presents the data on the heating, lighting,
and ventilation of the Perry Elementary School, Br*unswlck, Georgia*
Table 8 shows that forty-five or 90 per cent of the respondents felt that
Perry School has an adequate central heating system; four or 8 per cent
TABLE 8
DISTRIBUTION OF SELECTED FACTOBS ON THE SCHOOL-COMMUNITI ENVIRONHENT (HEATING, VENTIUTION,
LIGHTING) OF THE SCHOOL HEALTH 1‘HOGRAM OF PEEHT ELEMENTART SCHOOL, BRUNSWICK,
GEORGIA, 1960-1961
Factor les Per Cent No Per Cent No Response Per Cent Total
1». Heating, Ventilation, lifting
a. Adequate central heating sjstem? hS 90 1: 8 1 2 100
b. Can an adequate portion of windows
be opened to provide sufficient
veintilation? h8 96 2 1: 100
c. Are the rooms free from draft? U8 96 2 1: 100
d. Is there an adequate supplj of
fresh air? 50 100 100
e. Is there an accurate thermometer
in classrooms? 50 100 100
(1) Is it properly located? 1:8 96 2 1: 100
f. Are there electric lights? 50 100 100
(1) Properly shielded?
(2) Do they give sufficient
1:9 98 1 2 100
light to all parts of the room
(at least 20 foot candles of
artificial li^t). 1:9 98 1 2 100
Are translucent window shades
used?
(1) Are proper light controls used
50 100 1 100
to shield the windows ade¬
quately, so arranged that
light enters from upper part
of windows? 39 78 1: 8 7 H: 100
(check: diffusers vene-
tian blinds two-way roller
shades
Uo
said ’’no", and one or 2 per cent did not answer the item* Forty-eight
or 96 per cent indicated that an adequate portion of windows can be
opened to provide sufficient ventilationi the rooms are free from draft,
and in each there is a thermometer properly located* Two or it per cent
did not react to the question* Fifty or 100 per cent said that there
is an accurate thermometer in the classrooms} an adequate supply of
of fresh air provided; and there are electric lights in the school*
Forty-nine or 98 per cent agreed that the lights are properly shielded
and give sufficient light to all parts of the room; onr or 2 per cent
gave no response*
Table 8 further shows 'that thirty-nine or 87 per cent of the re¬
spondents answered "yes" to 'the question are proper light controls
used to shield the windows adeqm-tely, so arranged that li^t en-ters
from upper part of windows? Four or 8 per cent siad •no", and seven
or lU per cent gave no response*
Table 8 indicates that the personnel of Perry School are aware of
the importance of proper heating, lighting and ventilation in maintain¬
ing the health of its ptpils and other school personnel, and has taken
positive steps in -that direction*
Healthful School-Conigunity En'vlronment (FumittU'e)*—The Data in
Table 9^ page ijl, presents information on the furniture of the Perry
Elementary School, Brunswick, Georgia* Forty-eight or 96 per cent
responded "yes" 'bo the question are desks arranged for minimum of glare
and maximum of li^t? One or 2 per cent of the respondents indicated
"no", and one or 2 per cent gave no response* Forty-ei^t or 96 per cent
said "yes" to the question are floors of natural wood, or light green
marbellzed linoleum or asphalt tile and free from glare? and may chalk
TABLE 9
DISTRIBUTION OF SELECTED FACTORS ON THE SCHOOL-COMMONITT ENVIRONMENT (FURNITURE) OF
THE SCHOOL HEALTH PROGRAM OF PERRI ELEMENTAHT SCHOOL, BRUNSWICK, GEOHGU,
1960-1961
Factors Tes Per Cent No Per Cent No Response Per Cent Total
h. Are desks arranged for sdnijiuni of
^are and naximuni of li^t? (pupils
should not face li^t or work in
shadows created hy their bodies)
(1) Are reading tables also thus
U8 96 1 2 1 2 100
placed? kl 9h 3 6 100
(2) Are desks and furniture natural
wood? h9 98 1 2 100
(3) Floors natural wood, or light
green marbellzed linoleum or
asphalt tile and free from
^are? W 96 2 k 100
1. Are walls and ceiling a light shade? 50 100 100
(1) Are the walls without ^are?
(2) Woodwork and trim same as walls.
hi 9lt 3 6 100
darkened to reflection
factor with non-^ossy finish? 90 2 3 6 100
j. Do c&alk boards hare dull finish?
Should be green with a mimimum of
20^ li^t reflection)
(1) May they be used without facing
h9 98 1 2 100
the light? kB 96 2 k 100
(2) Do teachers stand away from
windows whe^i teaching so pupils
will not have to face ll^t when
looking at them? 50 100 100
U2
boards be used wiliiout facing the light? Two or k per cent did not
respond* Forty-seven or per cent indicated that reading tables are
in the classroom and the walls are without ^arej three or 6 per cent
did not respond* Forty-nine or 98 per cent answered •yes" to the
question are desks and furniture of nattiral wood? and do chalk boards
have dull finish? One or 2 per cent of the respondents did not respond*
Forty-five or 90 per cent agreed that the woodwozk and trim are same
as the walls^ daiicened to $0 per cent reflection factor with non-^ossy
finish} two or 1| per cent said "no", and three or 6 per cent did not
respond* All respondents Indicated that the teachers stand away from
the windows when teaching so pupils will not have to face light when
looking at them*
Healthful School-Community Environment (Classroom Arrangement) and
Cleanliness >»»««Table 10^ page U3> presents the data on classroom arrange*
ment and cleanliness at the Perry School^ Brunswick, Georgia* The data
reveal that fifty or 100 per cent of the respondents felt that the
rooms were orderly and attractively arranged; that there are a few
appropriate well placed pictures; that janitorial service is provided
and supervised; that there are adequate equipment and sx^plles for
cleaning; and that the desks and seats are movable and suitable in sise
for the pt^Us using them* Forty-nine or 98 per cent said that there
are growing plants in the rooms; one or 2 per cent did not respond to
the question* Forty-eight or 96 per cent answered "yes" to the question
are satisfactory facilities provided for wraps and other garments,
either in classroom or halls? One or 2 per cent said "no", and one
or 2 per cent did not respond* Forty-eight or 96 per cent indicated
TABLE 10
DISTRIBUnON OP SELECTED FAGTOBS ON THE SCHOOL-COMMUNITT EN7IH0NMENT (CIASSEOOM AERANSEMENT
AND CLEANLINESS) OF THE SCHOOL HEALTH PROGRAM OF PERRI ELEMENTART SCHOOL,
BRUNSWICK, GEORGIA, I96O-I96I
Factor Tes Per Cent Ho Per Cent Ho Response Per Cent Total
Classroom arrangement and cleanliness
a. Is janitorial service provided?
(1) Does he realize his im-
$0 100 100
portance in the general
scheme for school sanitation
and child welfare? 90 3 6 2 100
(2) Has he had special training ■P"
for his job throng the State
Department of Education*s
u»
custodial program? ^0 100 100
(3) Does he have supervision? 50 100 100
b. Are there adequate equipmenta
and supplies for dealing? 50 100 100
c. Is room arrangement orderly and
attractive? ^0 100 100
d. Are there a few, appropriate, veil
placed pictures? 50 100 100
e. Are there groving plants in the
room? h9 98 1 2 100
f. Is a mirror placed at such hei^t
that all pupils can use it? 2h h8 25 50 1 2 100
g* Are screens on all vlndovs? 50 100 100
h. Are desks and seats movable? 50 100 100
i. Are desks and seats suitable in
size for age group using them? $0 100 100
Are satisfactory facilities provided
for wraps and other garments, either
in classroom or halls? h8 96 1 2 k 100
k. Are floors finished for beauty and
ease of cleaning? ¥ 2 100
Indicated that the floors are finished for beauty and ease of cleaning;
two or U per cent did not respond. Table 10 further shows that forty-
five or 90 per cent agreed that the janitor realizes his importance in
the general shceme for school sanitation and child welfare; three or 6
per cent said "no^" and two or U per cent did not re^ond. All or 100
per cent of the respondents indicated that the janitor has had no
special training for his job through the State Depairtment of Education's
Custodial Program, It may be noted that fifty or 100 per cent indicated
that there are no screens at all windows; however^ screens are on all
cafetorium and kitchen windows*
The School Lunch Program,—Table 11, page presents the data
on the school lunch program of the Perry Elementary School, Brunswick,
Georgia, 196O-I96I, All of the respondents indicated that the school
lunch program is receiving federal aid; that the school is refraining
from selling soft drinks and packaged foods; that the lunchroom is in¬
spected regularly Ijy the Public Health Department; that physical
examinations are required for school lunch personnel ^ich has had
training in sanitation and proper methods of handling food; all children
do not eat lunch; and that 80 per cent or more are not participating in
the lunch program, but positive action is underway to increase the
participation in the program. It is to be noted that all children who
bring packed lunches are given an opportunity to eat in the dining room
and are taught to pack a good lunch; and free lunches are given to those
children who need them.
Forty-nine or 98 per cent agreed that all children eat in the
lunchroom; one or 2 per cent did not respond. Forty-eight or 96 per
cent said that all children are not provided a hot lunch; two or U per
TABLE 11
DISTRIBUTION OF SELECTED FACTORS ON THE SCHOOL-COMMUNITY ENVIRONMENT (SCHOOL LUNCH) OF
THE SCHOOL HEALTH PROGRAM OF PERRY ELEMENTARY SCHOOL, BRUNSWICK, GEORGIA,
1960-1961
Factors Yes Per Cent No Per Cent No Response Per Cent Total
6* School Liinch
a. Does the school have adequate
facilities for a school lunch
counter prograro?
(1) Is the school lunch program
2U U8 26 52 100
receiving federal aid? 50 100 100
(2) Is the school refraining ftrom
selling soft drinks and
packaged foods? 50 100 100
(3) Is the lunchroom inspected
regularly by the Department
of Public Health? 50 100 100
(U) Are physical examinations re-
quired for school lunch
personnel and student help? 50 100 100
{$) Do school lunch personnel have
training in sanitation and




____ Yes No _____
None Yes No
50 100 100
b» Do all children eat in lunchroom? h9 98 1 2 100
(1) Do all children eab lunch?
(2) Are all children provided
$0 100 100
hot lunch? m 96 2 h 100
(3) Are 80^ or more of the children
participating in the lunch
Program? 5b 100 100
TABLE 11 (CONTINUED)
Factor Yea Per Cent No Per Cent No Response Per Cent Total
(U) Is anything being done to
Increase the participation In
the school lunch program?
(5) Are the children who bring
packed lunches given an op-
ix>rtunity to eat in the dining
100
room? 50 100
Taught to pack a good lunch?
(6) Is pasteurized milk provided
50 100
for every child daily?
(7) Are free meals given to
19 38




28 56 3 6 100 ^
100
U7
cent gave no response. Twenty-four or U8 per cent felt that the school
has adequate facilities for the lunchroom program} twenty-six or 52
per cent said "no,*
Table 11 seems to indicate that some in;}rovement need to be made
in the Perry School's lunchroom program in regards to securing adequate
facilities. It also shows that even thou^ 80 per cent of more
children are not participating in the lunchroom program, the educational
personnel realizes the in^ortance of such a program and is doing some¬
thing to increase the paz*tlclpation. In the cafetorium, the pi^ils are
provided opportunities for leaming citizenship as well as enjoy a
nutritious meal. The pupils assist in maintaining order, fostering a
pleasant atmosphere} and participate in determining cafeteria policies.
School LTinch (Time Element),—»Table 12, page U8, supports the fact
that adeqtiate time is allowed for eating lunch exclusive of washing
hands and standing in line. Forty-nine or 98 per cent of the educational
personnel felt that the diildren are encouraged to remain at the table
until each child finishes his lunch} onr or 2 per cent gave no response.
According to forty-seven or 9k per cent of the respondents, classroom
activities are correlated with the lunchroom activities and positive
learning e3q)erlenoes are brought about as a result} however, three or 6
per cent gave no response. Twelve or 2k per cent indicated that the
children return immediately to the classroom from the lunchroom} thirty-
seven or 7U per cent said "no*, one or 2 per cent did not respond to
the question.
Organization and Administration of the School,—Table 13, page 1^9,
presents the data on the organization and administration of the Perry
TABEE 12
DISTRIBUTION OF SEIECTED FACTORS ON THE HEALTHFUL SCHOOL-COMMUNITY ENVIRONMENT (TIME ELEMENT)
OF THE SCHOOL HEALTH PROGRAM OF PERRY ELEMENTARY SCHOOL, BRUNSWICK, GOERGIA,
1960-1961
Factor Yes Per Cent No Per Cent No Re^onse Per Cent Total
c« Is 20 minutes or more allowed
for children to eat Itinch exclusive
of time consumed in washing hands,
standing in line?
(1) Are all children encouraged
50 100 100
to remain at the table until
each child has had ample time
to eat lunch? k9 98 1 2 100
(2) Are children allowed adequate
time to wash hands before
eating? kl 9U 2 h 1 2 100
(3) Do children return immediately
from lunchroom? 12 hk 37 7k 1 2 100
d. Is there evidence that the school
lunch program is bringing about
positive learning experiences
to pupils either directly or
throu^ the classroom? U7 9h 3 6 100
TABLE 13
DISTRIBUTION OF SELECTED FACTORS ON THE ORGANIZATION AND AIMINISTRATION OF THE SCHOOL
HEALTH PROGRAM OF THE PERRY ELIMENTARr SCHOOL, BRUNSWICK, GEORGIA, 1960-1961
Factor Yes Per Cent No Per Cent No Response Per Cent Total
?• Organization and Administration of
the school
a* Is the school day long enough
to prevent too much hurry? 37 7k
Is there enough time given
for rest, relaxation, play? Ul 82
e» Are pupils overburdened with
homework and extraclass activi¬
ties?
d» Are examinations, marks, reports
to parents emphasized to point
to liiere children are subjected
to undue amount of fear of
failure?
e« Does the method of promotion take
into consideration ilxe total
development of the pupil, rather
than merely his knowledge of















KLementary School, Brunswick, Georgia, I96O-I96I, Thirty-seven or 7U
per cent of the respondents indicated that the school day is long enough
to prevent too snioh hurryj three or 6 per cent said “no*} and ten or 20
per cent did not respond. Table 13 also shows that forty-one or 82
per cent felt that thsre was enough tme given for rest, relaxation,
and playj eight or I6 per cent felt that there was not enough time
given, and one or 2 per cent did not respond to the question. Forty-
seven or 9U per cent said that pupils are not over-burdened with home¬
work or extraclass activities, and the method of promotion takes into
consideration the total development of the pvQ>ll rather than merely his
knowledge of subject matter; three or 6 per cent did not respond. The
data further reveal that forty-eight or 96 per cent felt that examina¬
tions, marks, and reports to parents were not emphasized to the point
to where children were subject to an undue amount of fear of failTire;
two or 2 per cent did not respond to this item.
Relationship in the School,—Table lU, page 5l* presents the data
on the relations existing within the school and community. The data
reveal that the relation existing between the school and community
ranges from fair to excellent. The relationship between the school and
home ranged from fair to excellent; the principal and administration
relationship ranges from fair to excellent; and the principal-teacher,
teacher-teacher relationships range from good to excellent. The edu¬
cational personnel seems to realize that it takes the cooperation of all
concerned in order for the health program to function with effectiveness.
Program of Counseling,—Table l5, page 52, presents the data on the
program of counseling at the Perry Elemenbary School, Bninswick,
Georgia, I96O-I96I, It was revealed that there is not an adequate program
TABLE lli
DISTRIBUTION OF SELECTED FACTORS RELATIVE TO THE (RELATIONSHIP) OF THE SCHOOL HEALTH










<0 Q) O a>
0^ a O.
f« Are the relations betweent
(1) School and community?
(2) School and homes?
(3) Principal and adminis¬
tration?
ih) Principal and teachers?
(5) Teachers?
h 8 UO 80 6 12
U 8 39 78 7 lU
3 6 39 78 8 16
39 78 11 22
38 76 12 2U
Total
TABLE 15
DISTRIBUTION OF SELECTED FACTORS RELATIVE TO THE PROGRAM OF COUNSELING OF THE SCHOOL




Per Gent No Per Cent No Response Per Cent Total
g. Is there a program of eoxmseling? 32 6k 18 36 100
(1) Has there been a trained
counselor? 38 76 12 2U 100
(2) Is he trained in mental
health? 32 61t 18 36 100
h« Are services of visiting
teachers available?




training for the job? 100 100
(2) Are these services used to
remove the cause fort
(a) Non-attendance? 50 100 100
(b) Poor attendance? 50 100 100
(c) Behavior problems? U7 9ii 3 6 100
53
of counseling at the Perry Elementary School, nor is there a trained
counselor. To a limited extent the services of a visiting teacher are
available. These services are in the areas of non-attendance, poor
attendance, end behavior problems.
It would appear that the Perry School needs to eaiplore the pos¬
sibility of inaugurating some type of co\mseling program in the school*
Community Environment,—The data on aspects of the community en¬
vironment of the Perry Elementary School, Brvtnswick, Georgia, 196O-I96I,
are presented in Table I6, page 5U* The data reveal that the school
does promote and stimulate an Interest in an adequate and safe water
supply. There is an Interest in periodic testing by health authorities
of our water supply to safeguard the purity of it. The Perry Elemen¬
tary School manifests an interest in p^per sewage and garbage dis¬
posal^ rodent control, aid other health protective measures. From the
percentage of "no responses” Table I6 appesu^s to indicate that some
i]^3rovement needs to be made in the school-community emrljronment*
Safety of School Environment,—Table 17, page 55, presents the data
on the provisions for safety at the Perry Elementary School, Brunswick,
Georgia, I96O-196I, All respondents indicated that all floors at
the Perry School are in good repairj that the heating and electrical
units are checked regularly for dnvented gases, overloading, and other
hazards; that there is not a teacher trained in first-aid designated as
supervisor of all play periods; and there is a school patrol. Forty-
nine or 98 per cent of the respondents indicated that the corridors are
safe; that there ace no projections nor loose plaster; and that the
fire protection equipment meets community fire regularlons; one or 2
per cent did not respond to these questions. Forty-eight or 96 per cent
TABLE 16
DISTRIBUTION OF SELECTED FACTORS RELATIVE TO COMMUNITY ENVIRONMENT OF THE SCHOOL HEALTH
PROGRAM OF THE PERRY ELEMENTARY SCHOOL, BRUNSSfICK, GEORGIA, 1960-1961
Factor Tes Per Cent No Per Cent No Response Per Cent Total
Community Envlroninent
a. Does the school promote and
stimulate Interest Int
(1) Adequate safe nater supply? UU 88 2 k k 8 100
(a) Fluoridation of water hi 82 2 k 7 m 100
(2) Proper sewage disposal? uu 88 6 12 100
(3) Insect and rodent control? h3 86 1 2 6 12 100
(U) Proper garbage disposal?
(5) Other needed piiblie health
31 62 3 6 16 32 100
protective measures? h2 8U 8 16 100
TABIE 17
DISTRIBUTION OF SELECTED FACTORS ON THE SCHOOL-COMMUNITY ENVIRONMENT (SAFETY) OF THE SCHOOL
HEALTH PROGRAM OF THE PERRY ELEMENTARY SCHOOL, BRUNSWICK, GBORGU, I96O-I96I
Factor Yes Per Cent No Per Cent No Response Per Cent Total
9, Safety
a. Are corridors safe? k9 98 1 2 100
(1) No projections? U9 98 1 2 100
(2) No loose plaster?
(3) ^oors and boards in good
U9 98 1 2 100
repair? 50 ISO 100
b. Is non-skid wax used on all
floors? U8 96 2 u 100
c. Do all doors open outward? 50 100 100
d. Are all eonbustible and inflam¬
mable materials stored in fire-
proof containerl?
(grease rags, oily mops, paper)
k9 98 1 2 100
e« Is the heating xmit checked
regularly for tinvented gases
and fire hazards? 50 100 100
U Is the electric circuit cheeked
regularly for overloading and
other hazards? 50 100 100
g« Does the fire protection equip-
mnt meet community fire
regulations?
(1) Are they inspected regularly
k9 98 1 2 100
by the fire department? la 82 h 8 5 10 100
h. Does playground construction
meet safety standards? k6 92 h 8 100
TABLE 17 (CONTINUED)
Factor Yes Per Cent No Per Cent No Response Per Cent Total
i« Play equipment kept in good
repair? 39 78 7 lU
Are hazardous materials kept
off playgrounds, such as nails,
broken glass, stone, etc.? 38 76
k. Is there a teacher trained in
first aid designated as
supervisor of all play periods? 50 100
1. Is there a school patrol? 50 100










indicated that non-skid wax is used on all floors to further insult
safety, and the school does have a bicycle safety program; two or U
per cent gave no response*
Table 17 shows also that forty-six or 92 per cent of the educational
personnel felt that the playground construction meet safety standards;
four or 8 per cent did not respond. It may b e further noted that
forty-one or 82 per cent indicated that the fire equipment is inspected
regtOarly by the fire department; four or 8 per cent said "no*; and
five or 10 per cent did not respond. Thirty-nine or 78 per cent felt
that the play equipment was kept in good repair; seven or lU per cent
did not think so; four or 8 per cent did not respond. Thirty-eight
or 76 per cent said that hazardous materials are kept off of the play¬
ground; twelve or 2k per cent did not respond.
Health Services,—Table l8, page 58, presents the data concerning
the health services of the School Health Program of the Perry Ele¬
mentary School, Brunswick, Georgia, 1960-1961, The scores range
from a hi^ of 50 or 100 per cent for is there a Department of Public
Health in your community? to a low of 30 or 60 per cent for are pre¬
school children examined and remedial defects corrected before en¬
tering school, including dental defects? thirteen or 26 per cent said
"no* to the question, and seven or lit per cent did not respond. All
respondents indicated that the Public Health Department has a health
officer, nurses, an engineer or sanitarian, a dental clinic but no
dental hygienist; and that teachers and the public health nurse par¬
ticipate in teacher-nurse conferences >dien the nurse visits the school.
Forty-eight or 96 per cent of the respondents agreed that a close
working relationship existed between the school and local health
TABLE 18
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES TO FACTORS RELATIVE TO THE (HEALTH SERVICE) OF THE SCHOOL HEALTH
PROGRAM OF PERRI SCHOOL, BRUNSWICK, GEORGIA, 1960-1961
Factor Yes Per Cent No Per Cent No Response Per Cent Total
B* Health Services
1, Is there a Depai*tinent of Public
50Health in your community^
a. Does it have at
100 100
Health Officer? 50 100 100
Nurses? 50 100 100
Engineer or Sanitation? 50 100 100
Dental Hygienist? 50 100 100
Dental Clinic 50 100 100
2* Does a close working relationship
exist between your school and the
local health department? U8 94 2 k 100
3* Do local official and voluntary
agencies participate in the
school health program? U2 8U 2 U 6 12 100
U* Do teachers and public health
nurse participate in teacher-nurse
conference when public health
nurse visit school? 50 100 100
5* Do teachers do periodic ’^Teacher
observation” of children? 8U 8 16 100
6* Do teachers keep up-to-date nOtes
of "teacher observation and
transfer them with other records? uo 80 1 2 9 18 100
oo
TABLE 18 (CONTINUED)
Factor Tes Per Cent No Per Cent No Response Per Cent Total
b. Are imunlzatlon standards
in line with those recomended
by the State Department of
Public Health? kk 88 6 12 100
6. Does the school recelye reports
of the Tlslts of health officer? li2 8U 8 16 100
7. Is a health examination, including
chest x-ray, required of all
school personnel before employment? 32 61; 18 36 100
8. Is there a program for health of
school ei»5)loyBes? 38 76 12 21; 100
a. Do en^loyees earn sick leare? U7 91; 3 6 100
b. Is provision made for en^loyee health
insurance? U6 92 1; 8 100
9. Are preschool children examined
and remedial defects corrected
before entering school, including
dental defects? 30 60 13 26 7 11; 100
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departmentj two or U per cent did not respond* Forty-seven or 91* per
cent said that employees earn sick leavej three or 6 per cent did not
respond. Forty-six or 92 per cent said that provision is made for
employee health insurance} four or 8 per cent gave no response. Forty-
four or 88 per cent indicated that immunization standards are in line
with tho« recommended by the State Department of Public Health} six or 12
per cent did not respond. Forty-two or 81* per cent indicated that
teachers do periodic •‘teacher-observation" of pupils and that the school
receives reports of the visits of health officers} eight or l6 per cent
did not respond. Forty-two or 81* per cent indicated that local
official and vol\mtary agencies participate in the school health program}
two or 1* per cent indicated "no"} and six or 12 per cent did not respond.
Thirty-eight or 76 per cent said that there is a program for health of
school employees} twelve or 21* per cent gave no response. Thirty-two
or 61* per cent indicated that a health examination, including chest
X-ray, are not required of all school persoimel before employment}
eighteen or 36 per cent gave no response.
First Aid,—Table 19, page 6I, presents the data on first-aid
facilities in the Perry Elementary School, Brunswick, Georgia, I96O-
1961, Perry Sdiool has a health suite and there is a special room for
the care of the sick which is equipped with a first-aid cabinet. The
facility is easily accessible in the event of accidents. All respondents
indicated that there is someone trained in first-aid who is designated
to be called for in all serious accidents} that sick children are
isolated} and there are plans for transporilng them home. Forty-two
or 81* per cent indicated that there are plans for transporting children
to the hospital} eight or I6 per cent did not respond. Forty-seven
TABLE 19
DISTRIBUTION OF SELECTED FACTORS REUTI7E TO (FIRST AID) OF THE SCHOOL HEALTH PROGRAM
OF PERRY ELEMENTARY SCHOOL, BRUNSWICK, QBORGU, I96O-I96I
Factor Yes Per Cent No Per Cent Mo Response Per Cent Total
10. First Aid
a. Is there a health suite?
(1) Does it contain a special
U6 92 k 8 100
roon for the care of the sick? 100 100
(2) Does this suite meet standards -■
of Building Code? U7 9h 3 6 100
b. Is there a first aid cabinet?
(1) Is this cabinet easily
9Q 2 u 100
accessible in time of
accident? 9) 100 100
(2) Do you check contents weekly
and refill if needed? hk 88 6 12 100
(3} Is someone trained in first
aid designated to be called for
all serious accidents? 9) 100 100
c# Are all teachers trained in first
aid?
(1) If not, T&at per cent?
ko 80 6 12 k 8 100
11, Plans for sick children
a. Do you isolate sick children? 50 100 100
b. Do you hatre plans for transport¬
ing them tot
(1) home? 50 100 100
(2) hospital? U2 8h 8 16 100
(3) doctor? k7 9k 3 6 100
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or 9U per cent said that there are plans for transporting child3ren to
the doctor, and that the health suite meet the standards of building
codej three or 6 per cent gave no response* The contents in the first-
aid cabinet are checked weekly and refilled when needed was indicated
by forty-four or 88 per cent of the respondents; six or 12 per cent did
not respond. Forty or 80 per cent indicated that the teachers are
trained in first-aid; six or 12 per cent said "no”, and four or 8 per
cent did not respond*
Physical Education and Recreation,—The data in Table 20, page 63,
are ooncezned with the Physical Education and Recreation Program of the
Perry Elementary School, Brimswick, Georgia, I96O-I96I, The data
reveal that the teaching of physical education at the Perry School is
done by the classroom teachers. Forty-eight or 96 per cent of the
respondents Indicated that they have had training in physical education;
two or U per cent did not respond. Forty-seven or 9U per cent of them
felt that the State law regarding physical education was con^lied with;
three or 6 per cent did not respond. According to forty-nine or 98
per cent of the respondents, physical education and recreation is pro¬
vided for all children at the Perry School and this activity is coordi¬
nated with the total school health program; one or 2 per cent did not
respond to the item.
Physical Education and Recreation Instructional Program,—Table 21,
page 6k, presents the data regarding the activities regarding the
activities included in the physical education and recreation program at
the Perry Elementary School, Brunswick, Georgia, 196O-I96I, The data
reveal that there is a comprehensive instructional program, planned pro¬
gressively to promote the learning of motor skills and provide sufficient
TABLE 20
■DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES TO FACTORS REUTI7E TO (PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND
RECREATION) OF SCHOOL HEALTH PROGRAM OF PERRY SCHOOL,
BRUNSWICK, QEORGU, 1960-1961
Factor Yes Per Cent No Per Cent No Response Per Cent Total
C« PhT-sical Education and Recreation
1« Is the State Lav regarding
physical education complied vith?
In Elementary School
(a) By providing a program of
hi 9h 3 6 100
physical education and re¬
creation for all children? h9 98 1 2 100
(h) Teaching done by
(c) Have they had training in
50 100 100
physical education? 1*8 96 2 1* 100
(d) Does the physical education
teacher in hl^ school help
the elementary teacher? 1*6 92 k 8 100
(e) Isphysical education coordi¬
nated vith the total school
health program? U9 98 1 2 100
TABLE 21
DISTRIBUTION OF SELECTED FACTORS RELATIVE TO (HEALTH ACTIVITIES) OF THE PERRY













f. Is this a comprehensive In¬
structional program planned
progressively to promote:
(1) The learning of motor skills?
(2) The providing of stifficient
5 10 10. 82 1 2 3 6 100
physical activity for normal
growth and development? h 8 hZ 81: h 8 100
(3) The teaching of games and sports
for recreational use? Ul 82 7 Hi 2 h 100
(U) The teaching of arts and crafts
for recreational purposes? 8 16 38 76 1 2 3 6 100
g. Does the program provide activites
including:
(1) Games, utilizing the fundamental
activities of running, jumping,
throwing, striking, dodging, falling
and catching? Ii2 8U 7 Hi 1 2 100
(2) Rhythmic activities suited to
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(3) Sttints and self-testing
activities?
(li) Activities requiring self-
expression and group
organization?
(5) Modified activities suited
to the abilities of the
physically handicapped?
(6) Intramural conpetition in
sports and game adapted to
age levels? 36 72
(7) Music (singing, piano, etc*)?
(8) Dramatics, hobble, etc.?
h* Time allotment:
Daily period at least 30
minutes (most desirable) ex¬
clusive of lunch time and
recess? Xes
i|6 92
Three times per week?
Once a week? 1:0 80
1 2 15 30 30 6o h 8 100
6 12 39 78 1 2 h 8 100
5 10 k 8 39 78 2 li 100
111 28 100
2 k 35 70 13 26 100
10 20 36 72 k 8 100
No 70 No response
li 8 100
33 66 17 3ii 100
10 20 100
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physical activity for normal growth and development. The evaluations
ranged from fair to excellent. There is a high of forty-two or 8I4. per
cent who indicated that the instructional program is planned progressively
to provide sufficient physical activity for normal growth and develop¬
ment. There is a high of forty-one or 62 per cent who Indicated that
the program is planned to promote •Uie learning of motor skills. The
evaluations ranged from good to esojellent for does the program promote
the teaching of games and ^rts for recreational use?; two or U per
cent did not respond. Forty-two or 8U per cent indicated that the
school provided activities including games^ utilizing the fundamental
activities of running, jumping, tlurowing, striking, dodging, falling
and catching. The evaluations range from good to excellent; with one
or 2 per cent not responding to the item. For the teaching of arts and
crafts for recreational purposes, and rhythmic activities suited to the
age of the child, the evaluations range from fair to excellent; three
or 6 per cent gave no response for the former; two or U per cent gave
no response for the latter. For stxints and self-testing activities,
one or 2 per cent Indicated poor; fifteen or 30 per cent fair; thirty
or 60 per cent indicated good; and four or 8 per cent did not respond.
For modified activities suited to the physically handicapped, five
or 10 per cent indicated "poor", four or 8 per cent "fair", thirty-nine
or 78 per cent "good", and two or U per cent gave no response. For
activities requiring self-e:q)ression, self-direction, and group organi¬
zation; six or 12 per cent said "fair", thirty-nine or 78 per cent
"good", one or 2 per cent "excellent", and four or 8 per cent gave no
response. The school does not engage in intramural conqpetition as noted
in Table 21. For Music, two or U per cent indicated "fair", thirty-five
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or 70 per cent “good”, and thirteen or 26 per cent "excellent,* Ten
or 20 per cent indicated that dramatics and hobbies are fair; thirty-
six or 72 per cent good, and four or 8 per cent “excellent," Forty-
six or 92 per cent indicated that there is a daily period of at least
thirty minutes, exclusive of lunch time and recess for these activitiesj
foTir or 8 per cent gave no response. Thirty-three or 66 per cent in¬
dicated that it was not three times a weekj seventeen or 3U per cent did
not respond. Forty or 80 per cent indicated once a weekj ten or 20
per cent did not respond.
Health Instruction,—Table 22, page 68, presents the data on the
health instructional program at the Perry Elementary School, Brunswick,
Georgia, 1960-1961, The table shows that health instruction is in¬
tegrated into the total instructional program, as agreed by forty-ei^t
or 96 per cent of the respondents; two or it per cent gave no response.
The subjects taught aret Reading, Language, Science, Social Studies,
Art, Music, and Physical Education, All respondents agreed that in¬
struction in safety measures is included in the program; that fire drills
are held as a part of this instruction; that buildings and grounds are
checked regularly for safety hazards; and a definite period is set aside
for health instruction,
Nat\ire and Scope of Health Education,—Table 23, page 69, presents
data on factors which determine the type of instruction given at Peiry
School, The table shows that health instruction is based upon the needs,
interests and abilities of students am determined by* teacher obsei^tion,
health examinations, and health problems of the community; dental health
is included.
Forty-eight or 96 per cent of the respondents indicated that
TABLE 22
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES TO FACTORS REUTIVE TO (HEALTH INSTRUCTION) OF SCHOOL
HEALTH PROGRAM OF PERRI ELEMENTARY SCHOOL, BRUNSWICK, GEORGIA,
1960-1961
Factor Yes Per Cent No Per Cent No responses Per Cent Total
D« Health Instraction
1. Is health Instruction Inte¬
grated Into the teaching of
allsubjects in*






2. Is Instruction In safety
measures Included in the total
school health program?
a* Are records of accidents
50 100 100
kept, giving location,
cause and extent if injury? 31 62 CM 17 3U 100
b. Are drills held as part of
safety instruction?
c. Are buildings and grounds
^0 100 100
checked regularly for safety
hazards as part of instruction
program? $0 100 100
3. Is a definite period set aside
for health instraction in
Elementary School? 50 100 100
TABLE 23
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES IN RELATION TO THE NATURE AND SCOPE OF THE HEALTH
INSTRUCTION OF THE PERHT ELEMENTARY SCHOOL, BRUNSWICK, GEORGIA
1960-1961
Factor les Per Cent No Per Cent No Response Per Cent Total
c* Is this Instruction in ele-
mentary and high school based
upon the needs. Interests, and
abilities of students as de-
tennined byt
(1) Health examinations? 50 100 100
(2) Health practices? li9 98 1 2 100
(3) Health records? U7 9h 3 6 100
(U) Teacher observations, etc*? 50 100 100
Does it includes
(1) Health problems of school?
(2) Health problems of
50 100 100
community? 50 100 100
d* Instruction in mental health
included? U8 96 1 2 1 2 100
e* Instruction in dental health
included? 50 100 100
f* Instruction in first aid
given to all students?
g* Do teachers and pupils plan
30 60 16 32 u 8 100
together health instruction?
(1) Health department personnel
U8 96 2 k 100
participate in this planning? U8 96 2 k 100
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teachers, pupils and health personnel participate in planning the health
instruction} two or k per cent did not respond. Forty-eight or 96
per cent indicated that instinictlon in mental health is included} one
or 2 per cent said “lao”} one or 2 per cent did not respond. Forty-seven
or 9h per cent felt that instruction is determined by health records}
three or 6 per cent did not respond. Forty-nine or 98 per cent agreed
that health practices help to determine the instruction} one or 2 per
cent gave no response. Thirty-one or 62 per cent indicated that records
of accidents are kept} two or U per cent said '*no“, seventeen or 3l+
per cent did not respond. Thirty or 60 per cent said that first aid is
taught to all students} sixteen or 32 per cent said ”no*| four or 8
per cent did not respond.
Materials Available In Health Instnictlon,—Table 2k, page 71,
presents data on the materials available in the health instruction
program of the Perry Elementary School, Brunswick, Georgia, I96O-I96I,
Fifty or 100 per cent of the respondents indicated that the health in¬
structional program is planned as a part of the total school health
program} that there is adequate health material available in the school
library for both teachers and pupils} and other materials than text¬
books are used. These include films, charts, posters, exhibits, re¬
ference books, pamphlets, magazines and materials availsible from the
local health department. As may be noted from the Table 2k, forty-nine
or 98 per cent of the respondents agreed that the instructional program
is written into the total health program} one or 2 per cent did not
respond.
Activities Used in Health Instruction,—Table 25t, page 72, shows
that health teaching is done through a variety of activities at the
TABLE 2k
DISTRIBUTION OF FACTORS IN RELATION TO AVAILABLE MATERIALS IN THE HEALTH
INSTRUCTION PROGRAM OF THE PERRY ELEMENTARY SCHOOL, BRUNSWICK,
GEORGIA, 1960-1961
Factor Yes Per Cent No Per Cent No Response Per Cent Total
Is the health instructional
program planned as paz*t of the total
school health program? 50
a. Is it written into the total
health program? U9
5* Are other materials than text¬




available from local health
departments 50
a. Is there adequate health
materials available in
school library? 50
(1) References for teachers? 50
(2) References for pupils? 50
100 100






DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES RELATIVE TO THE PROGRAM OF ACTIVITIES IN HEALTH IN
THE PERRY ELEMENTARY SCHOOL, BRUNSWICK, GEORGIA, 1960-1961
Factor (Check the J^propriate Blank %ace)
6, Is any health teaching done through such activities ast (check)
trips to dairies markets bakery water works
grocery store fire department health department
hospitals radio programs received at school special
lectures assembly programs on health helping in
community dean-iqp campaigns medical examinations
immunizations weiring and measTiring children dental
examinations testing hearing testing vision using the
cumulative health records school lunchroom programs
morning inspection safety on school bus safety at school
safety in community safety in homes fire drills use of
fire distinguishers laboratoiy experiments making a study of
what children are eating nutritional e^qperiments with idiite
rats having pupils assume responsibility for regulating heating
and ventilation to maintain temperature 68 to 70 degrees
having pupils adjust curtains and lights for best effects in
lighting play activities of children having children keep
groxmds and buildings clean and attractive planting of vegetable
gardens at home at school .
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Perry Elementary School. Some of the activities engaged in most are:
excursions, assembly programs on health, medical examinations, immuni¬
zations, weighing and measuring, dental examinations, vision and hearing
screening, morning inspection, the school lunch program, fire drills,
safety practices at home and at school, having the pupils assume the
responsibility of ventilating the classroom, adjusting shades and lights
for best effects in lifting, the children play activities, and having
pupils keep grounds and buildings clean and attractive.
Teaching Health Attitudes and Habits.—Table 26, page TU, diows
that the emphasis of health teaching at Perry Elementary School is
directed toward the formation of intelligent behavior and proper
attitudes rather than knowledge for knowledge's sake. This is evidenced
by the pupils' selection of adequate and balanced diets, eating
regularly and properly, practicing good dental habits, keeping them¬
selves d.ean and well groomed, practicing proper toilet habits and
playing outdoors except dtiring inclement weatherj as indicated by 100
per cent of the respondents.
It was revealed that the pupils engage in activities geared toward
helping to keep classrooms and other parts of the building and groxmds
clean and attractive, and also telp to make their homes more attractive*
They observe proper safety rules and participate in monthly fire drills*
The pupils show interest in their growth and the reasons for it*
They have a knowledge of the proper clothing to wear and practice
wearing and caring for proper clothes. They also work, rest and relax
at proper periods and get the proper amount of sleep*
The pi5)lls have a knowledge of communicable diseases and remain
at home rfien attacked by these diseases. They seek scientific and
TABLE 26
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES RELATIVE TO THE HEALTH TEACHING PDR ATTITUDES AND
HABITS IN THE PERRY ELEMENTARY SCHOOL, BRUNSWICK, GEORGIA,
1960-1961
Factor Yes Per Cent No Per Cent No Response Per Cent Total
?• Is emphasis of health teaching
directed to the formation of in¬
telligent behavior and proper
attitudes rather than knowledge
for knowledge's sake, as evidenced
by pi5)llst
a* Selecting adequate and balanced
diet, when choices can bem made
at school and elsewhere? 50 100 100
b. Eating regularly and properly? 50 100 100
c. Drinking plenty of water daily? $0 100 100
d. Visiting dentists twice yearly
and at other times when needed? 50 100 100
e. Brushing teeth properly before
breakfast and after each meal? $0 100 100
f. Keeping their person dean and
well groomed? 50 100 100
g* Practicing proper toilet habits? 50 100 100
h. Washingtand drying hands with
paper towels before meals? $0 100 100
(1) After visits to the toilet? 50 100 100
i. Playing outdoors except during
inclement weather? 50 100
TABLE 26 (CONTINUED)
Factor Yes Per Cent No Per Cent No Response Per Cent Total
J. Working, resting, and relaxing
at proper periods and getting
proper amount of sleep? 50 100 100
k* Practicing good posture habits? 50 100 100
1. Taking proper care of eyes, ears,
teeth? 50 100 100
m. Remaining at home when attacked
with colds or other communicable
diseases? 50 100 100
n. Helping to keep classrooms and
other parts of buildings and
grounds clean and attractice? 50 100 100
0. Helping to keep building properly-
ventilated and lighted properly? 50 100 100
P. Helping to keep seats properly
adjusted to needs of pupils? 50 100 100
q. Observing proper safety rules at
school? 50 100 100
On streets? 50 100 100
Highways? 50 100 100
In homes? 50 100 100
r. Participating in monthly fire
drills? 50 100 100
s. Showing interest in their growth
and reasons for it? 50 100 100
t. Working together cooperatively
and being kind and thoughtful? 50 100 100
TABLE 26 (CONTINUED)
Factor Yes Per Cent No Per Cent No Response Per Cent Total
U, Having knowledge of and wearing
and caring for proper clothing? 50 100 100
V. Knowing how and properly caring
for sick in homes? Uo 80 9 18 1 2 100
w. Knowing how aid administering
first aid properly? Uo 80 9 18 1 2 100
X. Seeking scientific medical
advice when ill rather than
treating self with patent medicines
or follow advice of xtnqualified
oerson? 50 100 100
y. IMluencing in homes:
Screening? U5 90 5 10 100
Providing better toilet facilities?
Better health habits of other
Ua 8U 8 16 100
meidiers of family? U3 86 7 lU 100
Iraproving water supply?
Helping to make home more
U2 8U 1 2 6 12 100
attractive? 50 100 100
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and medical advice when ill rather than try to treat themselves or
follow the advice of some xmqualified person*
Table 26 shows that the pnplls work together cooperatively and
are kind and thoughtful* They realize the value of personal human
relationship based upon cooperation*
Forty or 80 per cent of the respondents felt thkt the children
know how to properly care for the sink in the home and how to administer
first-aid} nine or l8 per cent said ”nD"} and one or 2 per cent gave
no response*
The pupils encourage better health habits for other members of
the family, as evidenced by forty-three or 86 per cent of the respond¬
ents; seven or ll; per cent did not respond* Generally, Table 26
substantiates the fact that the teaching personnel at the Perry School
directs health teaching toward the formation of intelligent behavior
and proper attitiides, rather than knowledhe for knowledge's sake*
The Special Education Program*—Table 27, page 78, presents the
data on the "special Education Program" in the Perry Elementary School,
Brunswick, Georgia, 196O-I96I* The data indicate that the Perry Ele¬
mentary School does not have a fecial education program for the ex¬
ceptional children. Forty-five or -90 per cent of the respondents
agreed that there is not such a program* Five or 10 per cent did not
respond*
It may be concluded then that the Perry Elementary School needs
to explore the feasibility as well as the desirability of inaugurating
a program and services in Special Education* No school health pixjgram
is conqjlete without providing for those children who need some type
of special service in order to develop to the maximim their capacities*
TABIE 27
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES REUTIVE TO SPEGIAD EDUCATION IN THE PERRI ELEMENTARI
SCHOOL, BRUNSWICK, GEORGIA, I96O-I96I
Factor Yes Per Cent No Per Cent No Response Per Cent Total
E« Special Education
1, Does the school provide a program
for exceptional children (mentally
gifted, mentally retarded, with
physical defects, emotionally
disturbed or socially maladjusted)?
a. Which programs are included?
90 10 100
Is this program approved by State
Department of Education? 27 23 ii6 100
a* Which programs are needed?
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Results on the Acom Health and Safety Education Test (Part I)»—
The data on the Good Health and Safety Habits components of the Acom
National Achievement Test as obtained from the raw scores of the forty
sixth-grade pupils of the Perry Elementary School, Brunswick, Georgia,
1960-1961, are presented in Table 28, page 80. The raw scores ranged
from a low of twenty to a high of twenty-eight, with a mean score of
23*7, a median of 2U.25, a standard deviation of 1*7, with a standard
error of the mean of ,27.
There were 26 or 6$ per cent of the pupils -idio scored sbove the
mean, seven or 17*5 per cent of them scored within the mean class-
interval, and seven or 17*5 per cent of them scored below the mean*
The mean score 23*7 indicated a grade-placement index of which, in
turn, indicates that this group of sixth-grade pupils was 1,5 years
retarded or below the level of expectancy of acquirement of knowledge
about health and safety habits*
ResTilts on the Acorn Health and Safety Education Test (Part II)*—
The data on the Cause and Effect in Relation to Health and Safety
component of the Acorn National Achievement Test as obtained from the
raw scores of the forty sixth-grade pupils of the Perry Elementary
School, Brunswick, Georgia, 196O-I96I, are presented in Table 29,
page 81* The raw scores ranged from a low of thirteen to a high of
twenty-four, with a mean score of 17*68, a median of l6*5, a standard
deviation of 2^7, with a standard error of the mean of *li3*
There were twenty-three or 57*5 per cent of the pupils who scored
above the mean, six or 10 per cent of them scored within the mean class-
inteirval, and rieven or 27*5 per cent of them scored below the mean*
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TABLE 28
DISTRIBUTION OF THE RAW SCORES ON THE ACORN NATIONAL ACHIEVEMENT TEST-
HEALTH AND SAFETI TEST (PART I - GOOD HEALTH AND SAFETY HABITS)
AS OBTAINED FROM THE FORTY SIXTH-GRADE PUPILS OF THE PERRY
elementary SCHOOL, BRUNSWICK, GEORGIA, 1960-1961
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TABLE 29
DISTRIBUTION OF THE RAW SCORES ON THE ACORN NATIONAL ACHIEVEMENT TEST-
HEALTH AND SAFETY TEST (PART II - CAUSE AND EFFECT IN RELATION
TO HEALTH) AS OBTAINED FR(M THE FORTY SIXTH-GRADE PUPILS OF
THE PERRY ELEMENTARY SCHOOL, BRUNSWICK, GEORGIA
1960-1961


















Gr. PI, - 5
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The mean score 17*68 indicated a grade-placement index of five which,
in turn, indicates that this group of sixth-grade pupils is one year
retarded or below the level of expectancy of acquirement of knowledge
about cause and effect in relation to health and safety.
Results on the Acorn Health and Safety Education Test (Part III),-«»
Table 30, page 83, presents the data on results of (Part IH) of the
Acorn Health and Safety Education Test, on Facts about Health and
Safety, as obtained from the forty sixth-grade pupils of the Perry Ele¬
mentary School, Brunswick, Georgia, 196O-I96I, The raw scores ranged
from a high of eighteen to a low of eleven. The mean score was lli.*ii5,
the median was 18,3, standard deviation was U*0, and the standard
error of -Wie mean was *67•
There were twenty-three or 57,5 per cent of the pupils ^dio scored
above the meanj six or l5,0 per cent of the pupils scored within the
mean class-interval} and eleven or 27*$ per cent below the mean. The
mean score lU.ii^ Indicated a grade-placement index of 5*5, which, in
turn, indicates that this group of sixth-grade pupils is years
retarded or below the level of esqpectancy of acquirement of knowledge
of facts about health and safety.
Results on the Acorn Health and Safety Education Test (Part lY),—
The data on the Application of Health and Safety Rules con^)onent of
the Acorn National Achievement Test as obtained from the forty sixth-
grade pupils of the Perry Elementary School, Brunswick, Georgia, I96O-
1961, are presented in Table 31, page BU, The raw scores ranged from
a high of ten to a low of two, with a mean score of 6,6} a median score





DISTRIBUTION OF THE RAW SCORES ON THE ACORN NATIONAL ACHIEVEMENT TESTS-
HEALTH AND SAFETY TESTS (PART III - FACTS ABOUT HEALTH AND
SAFETY) AS OBTAINED FROM THE FORTY SIXTH-GRADE PUPILS OF THE
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TABLE 31
DISTRIBUTION OF THE RAW SCORES ON THE ACORN NATIONAL ACHIEVEMENT
TESTS - HEALTH AND SAFETY TEST (PART IV - THE APPLICATION OF
HEALTH AND SAFETY RULES) AS OBTAINED FR£M THE lORTY
SIXTH-GRADE PUPILS OF THE PERRY ELEMENTARY SCHOOL,
BRUNSWICK, GEORGIA, 1960-1961
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There were twenty-seven or 6?.5 per cent who scored above the
mean, seven or 17*5 per cent scored within the mean dLass-interval, and
six or l5«0 per cent scored below the mean* The mean 6*6 indicated a
grade-placement index of five, which, in tiim, indicated that this groT9
of sixth-grade pupils is one year retarded or one year below the level
of expectancy of acquirement of knowledge about application of health
and safety rules*
Results of the total Test Scores on the Acorn Health and Safety
Education Test*—The data on the total test scores of the Acorn
Health and Safety Education Test as obtained from the forty sixth-grade
ptqplls of the Periy Elementary School, Brunswick, Georgia, I96O-I96I,
are presented in Table 32, page 86* The raw scores ranged from a
low of fifty-six to a high of seventy-seven, with a mean score
of 61).,36} a median of 61**3J a standard deviation of 7*0l*, with a
standard eri*or of the mean of 1*12*
There are foturteen or 35 per cent above the mean, ten or 25 per
cent within the mean class-interval, and sixteen or 1*0 per cent below
the mean* The mean score of 61**36 indicated a grade-placement index
of five, which, in t\im, indicates that this group of sixth-grade
pupils is one year retarded in Ihe e3q>ected acquirement of knowledge
about health and safety education*
TABLE 32
DISTRIBUTION OF THE TOTAL TEST SCORES ON THE ACORN NATIONAL ACHIEVEMENT
TESTS - HEALTH AND SAFETT EDUCATION TEST - AS OBTAINED FRCM THE
FORTY SIXTH-GRADE PUPILS OF THE PERRY ELEMENTARY SCHOOL,
BRUNSWICK, GECHiGIA, I96O-I96I
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CHAPTER III
SUMMART, CONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Introductioru^It has long been recognised that good health Is
the principal source of Individual and national strength* This nation.
If It Is to maintain world leadership, cannot afford at any time to
have a large percentage of its manpower physically ineffective. The
children of every ccmimunlty, state, and nation, therefore must be taught
the fundamentals of good health*
Good health teaching goes far beyond the presentation of facts
about healthful living* It leads children to take unto themselves the
ideas gained and apply them in everyday living*
If a child is to develop and maintain desirable health practices,
and apply them in everyday living, he needs the benefits to be derived
from a well planned school health program*
An effective school health program is one which is alive and
sufficiently flexible to meet the needs of those whom it serves* It
provides well chosen facilities, activities, and e^eriences based on
actual needs so that pupils will have an opportunity to learn and
practice intelligent self-direction.
An effective program is concerned with the whole child* It is
concerned with all of the factors in the home, school and community
idiich influence the health and well being of all its personnel*
Rationale *—One of the greatest contributions the school can make
to a child is to promote his present health and send him out with
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proper habits and attitiides for protecting and maintaining that health
for the rest of his life.
School health programs are concerned with the general problem of
conservation of human resources* The general objective of the health
program in the elementary school is to help boys and girls become in¬
creasingly capable of making intelligent decisions about their own
health problems and those of the community, state, and nation* Because
every aspect of the school health program influences the health of
children, it is essential that every member of the staff understands
the objectives of -tiie school health program and assume some responsi¬
bility for contributing to the achievement of these objectives,
A good schobl health program includes a healthful school environ¬
ment, adequate school health services, a systematic program of physical
education and recreation, and a functional program of health in¬
struction.
Health instruction in schools is a large area and an io^jortant
cog in this overall pattern of health education* It should begin with
where children are, recognize their needs, and guide their activities
so as to lead them from one step to the next.
The environment and the way the child responds to it from day to
day determine the direction his growth will take. Since children are
required by law to attend school, it shoxiLd be a place designed to
serve their needs* If the school environment is drab, unattractive, and
unsanitary, the child's physical, social, and intellectual growth will
be limited*
Evolution of the Problem,—The writer was simulated to conduct
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this study as a result of having participated in the 19^6 Suinnier School
Health Workshop at Atlanta University, She was instrumental in setting
up the school health program of the Periy Elementary School, Brunswick,
Georgia and was very interested in conducting a study to determine the
present adequacy which inheres in the program.
Contribution to Educational Knowledge,—The researeher feels that
the execution of this study indicates the degree to which the Perry
Elementary School Health Program is adequately fulfilling its obligation
toward meeting the health needs of its pupils and other personnel.
Where these needs were foiuid not being met, it is hoped that ways and
means of ascertaining an effective health program are suggested so as
to lend more effectiveness in promoting the physical, mental, social and
emotional health of the pupils and professional staff.
The researcher further feels and hopes that this study will be
beneficial to other schools in setting up an effective shcool health
program,
Statanent of the Problem,—»The problem Involved in this study was
to determine the present adequacy of the school health program of
Perry Elementary School, Brunswick, Georgia, during the 196O-I96I
school year.
Limitation of the Study,«~»A critical limitation of this research
Inheres in the fact that no set of criteida per se, except for the
standard test, was used to formulate and evaluate the relative levels
of effectiveness of the health programj for the Georgia State Department
of Health did not evolve a separate set of criteria nor did the re¬
spondents to the questionnaire use any such criteria.
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Purpose of the Study,---The prtmaiy purpose of this research was
to determine the present adequacy of the school health program of the
Perry Elementary School, Brunswick, Georgia, The specific purposes weret
1, To determine the extent to which there were adequate
facilities for carrying on health service in the school#
2, To determine to what extent health services and in¬
struction aure an integral part of the instructional
program of the school#
3, To determine the extent to which health instruction in the
school has resxilted in measurable knowledge, habits, and
applicability on the part of the pupils,
U, To appraise the healthful school living aspect of the
school program#
To detremine the extent to which the present health program
and facilities meet the criteria of desirability and
adequacy#
6, To gather reliable data idiich served as a basis for deriving
an array of recommendations for a more effective school
health program#
Definition of Terms,—The terms pertinent to this research are
defined below:
1# "Health" refers to that oon^}lete fitness of body, soundness
of mind, and wholesomeness of emotions, >dilch make i
possible the highest quality of living and of service#
2# "School Health Program", as used in this study, refers to
the school procedures that contribute to the understanding,
maintenance, and in^rovement of health of pupils and school
personnel, including health services, health education,
and healthful school living#^
3# "Healthful School Living" designates the provision of a
safe and healthful environment, the organization of a
healthful school day, and the establishment of intez^rsonal
1 ^
C» Tomer, C# Sellery, and S# Smith, School Health and Health
Education (St, Louis: C, V, Mosby Con?)any, 19^7), p# 33#
2
Irwin Johnson, Methods and Materials in School Health Education
(St, Louis: C# Mosby Con^iany, 19^6), p# 21#
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relationships favorable to emotional^ social, and physical
health,^
U* "Health Services'* refers to the school procedures which are
established to (a) appraise the health status of pijgjlls and
school personnel} (b) coimsel pupils, parents, and other
persons involved concerning appraisal findings} (c) en¬
courage the correction of remedial defects} (d) help plan
for the health care and education of handicapped children}
(e) help prevent and control disease} (f) provide emergency
care for the sick or injured,^
Locale of the Study,—The locale of this study was the Perry
Elementary School, Brunswick, Georgia, Perry School is one of the
elementary schools for Negroes in Glynn County, There are twenty-one
teachers at Perry School, and the enrollment for this school year
was 6l4l,
Period of Study,—This research was conducted during the 196O-I96I
school year at the Perry Elementary School, Brunswick, Geoi^ia} and
during the summer session of I96I at Atlanta University,
Method of Research,—The Descriptive-Siirvey Method of research,
en^loying the technique of the questionnaire, was used. The Acorn
Health and Safety Education Test was administered, and records and
observations were used to gather the data necessary for this study.
Subjects,—The sxibjects involved in this study were the principal,
twenty-one teachers, three custodians, the lunchroom manager and her
four helpers, twenty members of the Periy School Parent-Teacher Asso¬
ciation, and a selected group of forty sixth grade pupUs,
1
American Association of School Adninistrators, Health In Schools
(Washington, D, C,t 19ijU), p, 15,
2
Journal of the American Association for Health, Physical Education,
and Recreation, XHI, No, 7 (September, 19^1), P, lU, As cited by
"Report of the Committee on Terminology" in School Health Education,
University of Califcrmia, Los Angeles (August, 1952), p, 2,
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Description of InstiaBnen-bs.—ThQ research instnunents used in
collecting the data for this research are as follows* The Georgia State
Department of Education’s Questionnaire* "An ^praisal of the School
Health Program," and The Acorn Health and Safety Education Test,
Specimens of these instruments are to be found in Appendix B, of the
thesis. Observations and literature in the field of health were also
used.
Procedure,—The procedural steps \ised in conducting this research
were*
1, Permission to carry on this study was obtained from the
proper authorities#
2, Literature pertinent to this study aid similar research
were reviewed and summarized,
3, Interviews with the personnel concerned with this study
were conducted and a questionnaire was administered,
1*, The Health and Safety Education Test was administered to
a selected group of forty sixth grade pupils,
5, The data for both the questionnaire and test were assembled
in appropriate tables; and statistically treated as follows*
(a) The questionnaire data, with reference to frequency
and per cent of responses to the respective items, and (b)
the test data, with reference to the mean, median, standard
deviation, standard eri*or of the mean, and grade-placement
or percentile indices for the group,
T
6, The findings, conclusions, iii;>lications and recommendations
derived from the data are included in the coiq)leted thesis.
Summary of Pertinent Literature,—The simonatlon of the literature
pertinent to this research is characterized as follows*
Historically speaking many school health activities had their
beginnings abroad. As early as 1833 the French government
passed a law making school authorities responsible for the
sanitary conditions of school buildings and for the health of
children,
i
C, Turner, C. Sellery, and S, Smith, op, clt,. p, 26,
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The modern program of school health education began about
1915, It has put eB?)hasi8 on healthful living, at the same
time supplying the health facts which are needed* It has
recognized that healthful school living and the child's
contact with school health services supply many of his most
valuable health learning experiences*^
Health teaching today is based on the belief that health
education is more than the mastery of health facts alone*
It is concerned with the desirable health behavior—the
in^jrovement of human living* It is concerned with the attitudes,
feelings, beliefs, past experiences, and preceptions which one
holds toward those things which he is being asked to leam,^
Protecting and improving the health of pupils and school
personnel through the operation of health services demand
cooperative effort from parents, physicians, dentists, nurses,
teachers, psychologists, and others* There is growing con¬
viction among experts that the teacher occupies the central
position in the provision of health sex^rices*^
The classroom teacher holds a strategic position in all
three areas of the school health program* The teacher is the
first to observe signs and symbols of communicable diseases
in children and to discern other deviations from the normal*
She assures the child of a safe and healthful classroom en¬
vironment* The amount of knowledge a child gains about
individual and commimity health depends upon this key person*
His health habits and attitudes depends upon how the total
health program is implemented by his classroom teacher*H
Educational growth of children to fullest potential cannot
be achieved Tuiless every aspect of the physical environment
is so controlled that it contributes to the comfort and health
of the pupils and professional staff*5
Methods of Including health instruction in the curriculum
in the primary grades include (l) using routine dally ex¬
periences, such as morning inspection^ the school Ixmchj rest
1
C* Turner, C* Sellery, and S, Smith, op* cit*, p* 26*
2
Report of School Health Workshop, School Health Program (Atlanta
University, 1956), p, 17*
3
Charles C, Wilson (ed). Health Education (Washington, D, C*j
National Education Association, 19l+b), p* ^36*
Report of School Health Workshop, op* cit*» p* 9*
^American Association of School Administrators, op* cit*, p* 9*
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periods; use of toilets, washbowls, and drinking fountains;
examinations, immunizations, and play periods; and adaptation
of clothing and weather conditions; (2) helping children explore
and understand the health aspects of the environment by studying
about milk, water, food, housing, clothing, pets, industries,
and transportation; and (3) using health readers and dramatic
plays
Health Instruction in grades above the primary grades will
continue to en^hasize guidance in heaOthftG. living and in
understanding the environment, and making use of books. As
the child grows older, he has need for developing a factual
background for healthful living, but the materials used should
be closely related to his interests and needs.^
No school health program is oon^lete tmless provisions are
made for the identification of handicapped students and the
adaptation of prograuns to meet their needs. The physical and
mental health of the handicapped student may be further im¬
paired by ne^ect of his special problem.
The handicapped child shoild be treated so far as possible
just as if he had no handicap. Special attention should not go
beyond that absolut^y necessary to enable him to go along and
get along with the class in which he is placed.3
Preventive services are now of major importance in dental
public health. Children and parents should be informed about
the value of flouridation of water supplies, topical fluoride
treatments, the r educed carbohydrate diet, and proper oral
hygiene.h
Health is the concern of all. Building a sound, workable
health pzx>gram must be the work of all. It is a challenging
job, demanding our cooperation and our skill, but it is re¬
warding, for nothing brings more satisfaction than good health.
It is a deeply gratifying achievement to have had a part in
helping people to understand and obtain good health. The
school is the logical place to stairt and to coordinate the
1
E, L, Ritter, and L. A, Shepherd, Methods of Teaching in Town and
Rural Schools (New York* The Dryden Press, 1950), p. U8»
2
William B, Ragan, ^dem Elementary Curricul\M (New Yoikt Henry
Holt Con5)any, Inc., 19607, pp, 3W.-U2.
3
Health Education Council, Suggested School Health Policies. A
Charter for School Health (New York* Health Education Council, 191^6),p. 36.I*
Georgia Department of Public Health, School Health Guide (Atlanta*
Georgia Department of Education, 195|), p. llT
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community's health program* It should be the deep concern of
every teacher - and the janitor and superintendent as well,^
Interpretative Summary of Findings
The summary of significant findings and conclusions obtained from
the analysis and interpretation of the data^ >dileh reveal the status of
the School Health Program of the Perry Elementary School, Brunswick,
Georgia, 1960«196l, are presented below:
I, Organization and Administration of the School Health Program*
The data relative to the organization and administration of the school
health program are summarized in the important facts below*
A* Perry Elementary School has a personnel directly respon¬
sible for the administration and promotion of the health
program*
B* Perry School has an active school health committee, which
is oon^sed of teachers, administrators, pupils, lay
people, a nurse, a dentist, and a physician* This com**
mittee helps to plan, activate, and evaluate the health
program and the oonmittee's procedures in evaluating
the program are effective*
C* The personnel involved has reasonable training in the
health program, bub some improvements need to be made
in the in-service training program so that all concerned
can obtain the necessary training; and that the program
can function at its highest level of effectiveness*
D* There is a written program of health at the Perry Elemen¬
tary School and it is revised and improved annually*
This written program conforms to the standards established
by the county program and the school utilizes the services
of the public health personnel in carrying on the re¬
sponsibilities of the school health program*
II, Scope of the School Health Program
A* Healthful School-Community Environment
Perry Elemoitary School's playground space meet the
standards as set forth by the State*
Georgia Department of Public Health, op* cit*. p* 28*
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The grounds, idiich are well kept, are landscaped for
beautification with flowers, shrubbery, and grass in
proper places*
The buildings are attractive and in a good state of
repair. The buildings, -vdiich present a friendly and in¬
viting atmosphere, are clean, orderly, and well-lighted
throughout. There is not an adequacy number of other ne¬
cessary buildings and no ramp entrance that wHl ac¬
commodate a wheel-chair patient*
Perry Elementary School's sanitation facilities meet the
standards for such facilities as set up by the Public
Health Department* The toilets are flush-type and inside
the building* There is an adeq\iate number of commodes and
urinals for the peak number of children using them* There
is no toilet that will accommodate a wheel-chair patient*
There is an adequate central heating system at the Perry
Elementary School* The rooms are free from drafts with
and adequate sx^jply of fresh air. The personnel of Perry
School is aware of the importance of proper heating,
lighting, and ventilation in maintaining the health of
its piqpils and other school personnel*
The classrooms are orderly and attractively arranged} there
are a few appropriate well placed pictures, and growing
plants are in each room* Janitorial sejvlce is provided
at Perry School, however, some improvements need to be made
in this area through provisions of in-service training of
the Janitorial staff* Screens are not on all winciows*
The lunchroom program is inspected regularly by the Public
Health Department* Requirements for the personnel and
student help are adequate* The lunchroom program pro't^des
opportunities for learning citizenship as well as enjoying
a nutritious meal. The pupils assist in maintaining order
and a pleasant atmosphere and participate in determining
cafeteria policies*
The data reveal that the school day is long enough to pre¬
vent too much hurry and the pupils are not over-burdened
with homework and extra-class activities*
The relations between the school and community and the
school and homes were found to be “good*” The relations
between the administration and principal, and principal
and teachers were also found to be "good,"
There is no trained counselor at the Perry Elementary
School, however, having a person in the school trained in
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this area would greatly enhance the total school program.
Services of a visiting teacher are available.
Perry School’s fire equipment meet community regulations
and are regularly inspected by the fire department. The
play equipment appears to be inadequate. There is a
bicycle safety program, and school boy patrol at Perry
School, There is not a teacher trained in first aid
designated as supervisor of all play periods,B,Health Service
The data reveal that there is a Depaidanent of Public Health,
in the community; that preschool children are examined
but all remedial defects are not corrected before entering
school; that a close working relationship exist between
the school and local health department; and that inununi-
zation standards are in line with those recommended by
the State Department of Public Health. Perry School's
personnel seems to realize the importance of providing
adequate health services, if pupils are to gain the
benefits to be derived from an effectively functioning
school health program,
C, Physical Education and Recreation
There is an instructional program planned progressively
to promote the learning of motor skills and provide suf¬
ficient physical activity for normal jgrowth and develop¬
ment, Activities including running, jumping, throwing,
striking, falling, and catching are included. The pro¬
gram in Husic was found to be good, but dramatics,
hobbies, and the allotment of time were found to be in¬
adequate.
The data reveal that health instruction is integrated into
the total instructional program, and that this instruction
is based upon the needs, interests, and abilities of the
students. Health matex*lals are available in the library
for both pupils and teachers. Perry School's teaching
personnel uses various kinds of teaching aids in the in¬
structional program. Some of these aids are: charts,
films, posters, exhibits, reference books, panpyhlets,
magazines, and materials available from the local health
department,
D, Special Education
A program of special education is not in existence at the
Perry ELementary School but there is a need for a special
education piegram to provide for thdse children who need
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some type of special, service in order to develop to the
maximum their capacities*
III, Results on the Acorn Health and Safety Education Test
Results obtained from the Good Health and Safety component of
the Health and Safety Education Test reveals that the forty
sixth-grade pupils tested had a mean score of 23,7} a median
of 2U*85} a standard deviation of 1,7> with a standard error
of the mean of ,27, The mean score 23*7 indicated a grade
placement index of idiich, in turn, indicates that this
group of pupils is 1,^ years below the level of expectancy
of acquirements of knowledge about health and safety habits.
The Cause and Effect in Relation to Health and Safety
component reveals that the pupils tested had a mean score
of 17,68j a median score of 16,5} a standard deviation of 2,7}
with a standard error of the mean of ,U3, The mean score
17,68 indicated a grade-placement index of 5 which, in turn,
indicates that this group of sixth-grade pupils is one year
below the level of expectancy of acquirement of knowledge
about Gasue and Effect in Relation to Health and Safety,
The data on Facts About Health and Safety, as obtained from
the forty sixth-grade pupils, reveal that the pupils had a
mean score of ll).,U5} a median of 18,3} a standard deviation
of lj.,0, with a standard error of the mean of ,67, The mean
score lli,U5 indicated a grade-placanent index of 5,5, which,
in tvim. Indicates that this group of sixth-grade pupils is
,5 years below the level of expectancy of acquirement of
knowledge about health and safety facts.
The data on the Application of Health and Safety Rules
component reveal that the pupils tested had a mean score of
6,6} a median score of 7,5} a standard deviation of 1,7,
with a standard error of the mean of ,27* The mean score
of 6,6 Indicated a grade-placement index of 5, which, in turn,
indicates that this group of sixth-grade pupils is one year
retarded or below the level of expectincy of acquirement of
knowledge about the application of health and safety rules.
Results on the Total Test reveal that the forty sixth-grade
pupils tested had a mean score of 6U,36} a median of 6i|.,3}
a standard deviation of 7,0U* with a standard error of the
mean of 1,12, The mean score 6U,36 indicated a grade-place¬
ment index of 5, which, in t\arn, indicates that this group
of sixth-grade pupils is one year aretarded in the expected
acquirement of knowledge about health and safety education.
Conclusions,—The analysis and interpretation of the data r^ative
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to this study would appear to warrant the following conclusions:
1, Perry Elementary School's physical plant is safe from
hazards and in a good state of repair*
2, There is need for infirovement in the in-seirvice training
program of the personnel*
3* There is need for inqjrovement in the qiiality of health
instruction, as indicated from the results of the Acorn
Health and Safety Education Test*
U* The types of health sez*vloes available are above average
in effectiveness*
5* The heatii^, lighting, and sanitation facilities are
adequate*
6* There is need for a S|pecial Education Program,
7* The services of a visiting teacher are available*
8, There is no trained counselor in the school p3X>gram*
Implications*»»~The interpretation of the findings of this study
seem to focus attention upon the following implications:
1* It is apparent that the needs and interests of pupils with
special aptitudes are not being adequately served by the
school's present program*
2* It is apparent that the pupils need the opportunity for
person-to-person relations with a teacher or teachers
skilled in directing pupil development,
3* As indicated by test results, the health program is not
effectively achieving the objectives set for it*
U* The health program is seriously hindered by the inadequacy
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of “activities" and playground facilities,
5, Overall, staff members are not properly orientated nor
desirably trained to carry on an effective health program.
Recommendations,—The following recommendations are made, as a
result of the analysis and the interpretation of the basic data in
conjunction with the conclusions and In^licatlonst
1, Providions for a program in Special Education should receive
affirmative action,
2, There should be persistent efforts to upgrade the quality
of health instruction,
3, Opportunities need to be provided for applicability and
development of proper health habits and attitudes on the part
of the piiplls,
U, Provisions for a trained counselor should be made,
5, The in-service edtication program shoTild Include a specific
core on the health program in the school; or there should
be inaugurated an Independent in-service education program
in health,
6, Wherever scaled-evaluation of the adequacy and effectiveness
of aspects of the health program are indicated that it
might be well to formulate a set of directing criteria
to be used in making the evaluations.
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I am interested in doing a study to determine the present
adequacy of our school health program.
The title of my study As "A Study of the Adequacy of the School
Health Program of Perry Elementary School, Brunswick Georgia,"
It is hoped that this study will determine the extent to which
the present program is adequately or inadequately meeting the health
needs of our piipils and other school personnel. If these needs are
not being met, it is hoped that ways and means of modifying and re*
fining -the present program will be suggested ^ as to meet the
physical,mental, social and anotional needs of our ptipils and pa*o*
fessional staff.
You are asked to participate in this study by filling out the
enclosed questionnaire and return it to me at the earliest possible
date.
Your cooperation with this stuc^ will be greatly appreciated.
Sincerely yours.
(Miss) Annie P. Adams
Appendix B
Questionnaires "An Appraisal of the School Health Program"
iiN APPRAISAL OF THE SCHOOL HE/'XTH PROGRAJI
STi.TE DEPARTl^^T OF EDUCATION
Atlanta 3, Georgia
County D'it e
Name of School Address
Type of school: Elementary: Enrollment NOtToachers
Junior High: Enrollment No.Teachers
High School: Enrollment Nn.Teachers
Combination (1-12): Enrollment No.Teachers
Principal Address
Tnia is an effort to help schools evaluate and improve their health programs.
It is based upon the belief that ’Tlealth is a state of complete physical, mental
and social well being, and not merely the absence of disease or infirmity", and
that Health Education is the sum of all the experiences that contribute to this
condition of the body; and further, that the school health program should be
concerned with all ages - pre-school, school, out-of-school youth, and adults.
Ih is suggested that the principal with his faculty, pupils, public health per¬
sonnel and lay people study these items together in several study-group meetings
and indicate by checlc the actual conditions in their school. Then all, working
together, should make every effort possible to improve the weak points found in
the program.I.<3?aiNTZATICN Al® ADMINI3TRATICN OF lEE SCHOOL HEALTH IROQRAJf
A. Is there a person directly responsible for the administration
and promotion of the health program in your school? Yes No
B. Is there an active school health committee? Yes No
1. Are teachers members of this committee?
2. Are administrators?
3. Are pupils?
4. Jire lay people?
5. Is a physician included?
6. Is a dentist included?
7. Is a nurse included?
8. Sanitation personnel?
9. Does this committee meet regularly?10.Does it help plan, activate and evaluate the health











a. Does the evaluation include:
(1) Health knowledge tests? None Poor Fair
Good ^cellent •
Health attitude tests? None Poor Fair
Good Excellent .
(2)
AN .\prRKl'3/-.L OF THF SCHOOL HJF.LTH FEOGRMI
STi.TS DEPARTME^JT OF EDUCATION
Atlanta 3, Georgia
County p=-jte
Name of School Address
Type of school: Elementary; Enrollment No.Toachera,
Junior High: Enrollment _No.Teachers_
High School; Enrollment No,Teachers
Combination (1-12): Enrollment No.Teachers
Principal Address
Tnla is an effort to help schools evaluate and improve their health programs.
It is based upon the belief that 'Tlealth is a state of complete physical, mental
and social well being, and not merely the absence of disease or infirmity", and
that Health Education is the sum of all the experiences that contribute to this
condition of the body; and further, that the school health program should be
concerned with all ages - pre-school, school, out-of-school youth, and adults,
Ih is suggested that the principal with his faculty, pupils, public health per¬
sonnel and lay people study these items together in several study-group meetings
and indicate by check the actual conditions in their school. Then all, working
together, should make every effort possible to improve the weak points found in
the program.I.ORayrrzATioN ai® administraticn of tss school health moosm^
A, Is there a person directly responsible for the administration
and promotion of the health program in your school? Yes No_
B, Is there an active school health committee? Yes No
1, Are teachers members of this committee?
2, Are administrators?
3, Are pupils?
4, ^ire lay people?
5, Is a physician included?
6, Is a dentist included?
7, Is a nurse included?
8, Sanitation personnel?
9, Does this committee meet regularly?10,Does it help plan, activate and evaluate the health











a. Does the evaluation include:
(1) Health knowledge tests? None Poor Fair
Good Excellent •





Observing the attitudes and practices of pupils:
(a) in school? Kone Poor Fair Good Excellent ;
(b) in home, whenever possible? None Poor Fair
Good Esce llent ;
(c) in community, whenever possible? None Poor Fair
Good Excellent .
(4) Interviews and conferences with pupils, parents, health per¬
sonnel and other teachers? None Poor Fair Good
Excellent .
(5) Training and encouraging pupils to evaluate themselves by
keeping anecdotal records, diaries, etc,? None Poor
Fa ir Good Excellent .
(6) I'hen the above information is obtained is it used to improve
the health program? None Poor Fair Good Excellent
Co Do school personnel have training in the school health program?
1, m?
2, More than half?
3, Less than half?
4, None?
5, Does this training include mental and social health as
well as physical health?
6, Do they feel that each has responsibilities in the
school health program?
Do Is there an in-service training program in school health for
all school personnel as part of total school program?
1, Study and planning during pre-and post-planning weeks?
2. Study groups during school year?
E. Is there a written program of health for your school?
1, Is this written program revised and improved at least
annually?
2, Does the written program of health for your school
conform to the county written program of school health?
3, Do school personnel and public health personnel jointly
carry on the responsibility of the health program in
schools?
4, In planning and writing the program of school health, di
the following participate:
(a) School personnel, students and public health personnelTFes No
(b) P.T.a. , school personnel and public health personnel? Yes No_
(c) Community, P.T.A,, school personnel and public health
personnel? Yes No__














A, Healthful School - Community Environment
1. Grounds




(1) beautification None Poor Good Eiccellent
(2) drainage None Poor Good Excellent
c. Grass, flowers and shrubbery in proper places and well kept?
None Poor Fair ^Good Excellent ,
d. Are there objectionable commercial or industrial areas
nearby creating excessive noise, dust or other hazards?
None Poor Fa ir Good _Exce lient J









Attractive and in good state of repair?
Poor Fair Good Exce llent .
Adequate number of suitable classrooms? (Minimum
20 sq.ft, per pupil)
Adequate number of other necessary buildings?
None^ Poor Fa ir Good Excellent .
Is there a separate rest room for teachers where
they may relax during free periods?
Are buildings clean and well kept?






a. Is drinking water available on school grounds? Yes No
(1) Is source of water approved by the Health
Department? Yes___No
(2) Has it been tested and approved by the
Health Department within the year? Yes No
(3) Is the quantity sufficient? Yea_ No
(4) Is the distribution system approved by the
Health Department? Yes__ No
b. Are adequate sanitary-type drinking fountains
available with heights adjusted to age groups
using them? Yes No
c. Are there always plenty of paper towels? Yes____No
d. Is <either liquid soap or soap powder, properly
dispensed, used for handwashing? Yes__No
e. Are toilets approved by the Department of
Public Health? Yes__ No
(1) Flush type Fit (check)
(2) Inside building? Yes____No
(3) Provided with adequate number of commodes
and urinals for the peak number of children
using them? Yes No
(4) ilept clean? Yes No
(5) Free from marks? Yes No
(6) Well ventilated? Yes No
(7) ?/ell lighted? Yes_ No
(8) Supplied with plenty of toilet paper? Yes _JJo
(9) Provided with fixtures suitable in height and
size for children using them? Yes No
(10) Is disposal by septic tank? Yes No
(11) Or by city sewerage system? Yes_ No
f. Are children trained in proper use and mainten-
ance of toilets? Yes___No
Is there a toilet that will accommodate a
wheel-chair patient? Yes No
4, Heating, ventilation and lighting
a, Aderuate central heating system?














Or properly vented individual gas heaters?
Can ;-.n adequate portion of windowsbe opened to
provide sufficient ventilation?
Arc tue rooms free from drafts?
Is there an adequate supply of fresh air?






(1) Is it properly located?
h» Are there electric lights?
(1) Properly shielded?
(S) Do they give sufficient light to all parts
of the room (at least 20 foot candles of
artificial light)
Are translucent vlndow shades used?
(1) Are proper light controls used to shield
the windows adequately, so arranged that
light enters from upper part of windows?
(Check;diffusers Venetian blinds













Are desks arranged for minimum of glare and maxi¬
mum of light? (Pupils should not face light or
work in shadows created by their bodies.) Yes _No_
NO
”No”
(1) Are reading tables also thus placed? Yes_
(2) Are desks and furniture natural wood? Yea
(3) Floors natural wood, or light green marble-
ized linoleum or asphalt tile and free from
glare? Yes No_
k. Are walls and ceiling a light shade? Yes No”
(1) Are the walls without glare? Yes No”
(2) Woodwork and trim same as walls, darkened to
50fo reflection factor with non-glossy finish?Yes____No_
l, Do chalk boards have dull finish? (Should be green
with a minimum of 20?5 light reflection) Yes _No_
(1) May they be used without facing the light? Yes No_
(2) Do teachers stand away from windows when
teaching so pupils will not have to face
light when looking at them? Yes No_
5, Classroom arrangement and cleanliness
a. Is janitorial service provided? Yes___No
(1) Does he realize his importance in the
general scheme for school sanitation and
child welfare? Yes____No
(2) Has he had special training for his job
through the State Department of Education's
custodial training program or elsewhere? Yes No
(3) Does he have supervision? Yes_____No
b. Are there edequate equipment and supplies for
cleaning? Yes
c. Is room arrangement orderly and attractive? Yes”
d. Are there a few appropriate, well placed picturesTYes”
e. Are there growing plants in the rooms? Yes”
f. Is a mirror placed at such a height that all
pupils can use it? Yes
g. Are screens on all windows? Yes”
h. Are desks and seats movable? Yes”
i. Are desks and seats suitable in size for age
group using them? Yes_
j. Are satisfactozry facilities provided for wraps
and other garments, either in classrooms or hall3?Ye3_















a. Does the school have adequate facilities for a
school lunch program?
(1) Is the school lunch program receiving
Federal aid?
(2) Is the school refraining from selling ;Soft
drinks and packaged foods? Yes
(3) Is the lunch room inspected regularly by
the Department of Public Health? Yes_
(4) Are physical examinations required for school
lunch personnel and student help? Yes_
(5) Do school lunch personnel have training in




b. Do all children eat in lunch room?
(1) Do all children eat lunch?
(2) Are all children provided a hot lunch?
(3) Are 80fo or more of the children participat¬
ing in the lunch program?
(4) Is anything being done to increase the
participation in the lunch program?
(5) Are the children who bring packed lunches
given an opportunity to eat in the dining
room?
Taught to pack a good lunch?
(6) Is pasteurized milk provided for every
child daily?
(7) Axe free meals given to children who need
them?
















eat lunch exclusive of time <i0ii3ummed in washing
hands, standing in line? Ye3_
(1) Ara all children encouraged to remain at
the table until each child has had ample
time to eat lunch? Yes_
(2) Are children allowed adequate time to wash
hands before eating? Yes_
(3) Do children return immediately to class¬
rooms from lunchroom? Yes_
d» Is there evidence that the school lunch program















to pupils either directly or through
classroom integration? Yes No
Organization and administration of the school
a. Is the school day long enough to prevent too
much hurry? Yes _JIo_
Is there enough time given for rest, relax¬
ation, play? Yes___No_
Are pupils overburdened with home work and
extraclass activities? Yes_^__No_
Are examinations, marks, reports to parents
emphasized to point where children are
subjected to undue amount of fear of failure? Yes No
e. Does the method of promotion take into
consideration the total development of the
pupil, rather than merely his knov;ledge of
subject matter? Yes No
f. Are the relations between:
8.
(1) School and Community? Poor Fair
Good Excellent .
(2) School and homes? Poor Fair?' Good
Excellent
(3) Principal and administration? Poor
Fair Good Excellent .
(4) Principal and teachers? Poor Fair
Good Excellent
(5) Teachers? Poor Fair Good
3:C”3llent
g. Is there a program of counseling?(1)Is there a trained counselor?
(8) Is he trained in mental health?
h. Are services of Visiting Teacher available?
(1) Has this person had special training
for the job?






a. Does the school promote and stimulate inter¬
est In;
(1) Adequate safe water supply?
(a) Fluoridation of water
(2) Proper sewage disposal?
(3) Proper garbage disposal?
(4) Insect and rodent control?

















a. Are all stairways safe? Yes No_
(1) Hand rails on all stairs in good repair? Yes No_
(2) Safety treads on all steps? Yes No















(4) Stairs and landings well lifted?
Are corridors safe?
(1) No projections?
(2) No loose plaster?
(3) Floor boards in good repair?
Is non-skid wax used on all floors?
Do all doors open outward?
Are all combustible and inflammable materials
stored in fireproof containers? (grease rags,
oily mops, paper)
Is the heating unit checked regularly for
unvented gases and fire hazards?
Is the electrical circuit checked regularly for
overloading and other hazards?
Does the fire protection equipment meet
community fire regulations?
(1) Are they Inspected regularly by the Fire
Department?
Does playground construction meet safety stand¬
ards?
Play equipment kept in good repair?
Axe hazardous materials kept off playground, such
as nails, broken glass, stone, etc,?
Is there a teacher trained in first aid desig¬
nated as supervisor of all play periods?
Is there a school patrol?
Do all school busses meet Department of Public
Safety standards?
(1) Drivers have training in driver education?
Have bicycle safety program?






























Is there a Department of Public Health in your county? Yes
a. Does it have a (check); Health Officer?
Nurses? Engineer or Sanitarian? Dental
H/gienict? Dental Clinic?
Does a close working relationship exist between your
school and the local health department?
Do local official and voluntary agencies participate
in the school health program?
Do teachers and public health nurse participate in
teacher-nurse conference when public health nurse
visits school?
Do teachers do periodic "teacher observations" of
children?
a. Do teachers keep up-to-date notes of "teacher
observations" and transfer them with other
records (School Health Form No, 2)?
(1) Record of sickness that causes absenteeism?
b. Are your immunization standards in line with
those recommended by the State Department of
Public Health?
Does the school receive reports of the visits of
health officer?
a. Reports of visits of other public health
personnel? List
Is a health examination, including chest x-ray,
reruired of all school personnel before employment?


















b. Periodically every two years thereafter?
Is there a program for health of school employees?
a. Do employees earn sick leave?
bs Is provision made for employee health insurance?
Are preschool children examined and remediable
defects corrected before entering school, including
dental defects?
First Aid
s.. Is there a health suite?
(1) Does it contain a special room for the care
of the sick?
(2) Doea this suite meet standards of Building
Code?
bo Is there a first aid cabinet?
(1) Is this cabinet easily accessible in time
of accident?
(2) Do you check contents weetiy and refill if
needed?
(3) Is someone trained In first aid designated
to be called for all serious accidents?
c. Are all teachers trained in first aid?
(1) If not, what percent?
Plans for sick children
a. Do you isolate sick children?





a. Does your school have an active civil defense
program?
b. Is the school program of civil defense in accord
with the state program of civil defense?
c. Does every child wear an identification tag?
d. Has every child received instruction as to
where to go when disaster hits?
e. Has every child received instruction as to
what to do and what precautions *ould be























C, Physical Education and Recreation
1.
2.
Is the State Law regarding physical education
complied with? Yea No
In Elementary School
(a) By providing a program of physical education
and recreation for all children? Yes No
(b) Teaching done by classroom teachers? Yes No_
(c) Have they had training in physical education. Yes No
(d) Does the physical education teacher in high
school help the elementary teachers? Yes No
(e) Is physical educatipn coordinated with the
total school health program? Yes No
(f) Is this a comprehensive instructional program
planned progressively to promote:
(1) The learning of motor skills? None
Poor Fa ir Good Excellent
(2) The providing of sufficient physical
activity for normal growth and develop¬
ment? None Poor Fair Good Excellent
9
(3) The teaching of games and sports for
recreational use? None Poor Fair
Good Excellent ,
(4) The teaching of arts and crafts for
recreational purposes? None Poor^^ Fair
Gtood Excellent .
g« Does the program provide activities including:
(1) Games, utilizing the fundamental activities of
running, jumping, throwing, striking, dodging,
falling and catching? None Poor Fair
Good Excellent ,
(2) Rhythmic activities suited to the age of the child?
None Poor Fair Good Excellent .
(3) Stunts and self-testing activities? None
Poor Fa i r Good Excellent •
(4) Activities requiring self-expression, self-direction
and group organization? None Poor Fair
Good Excellent
(5) Modified activities suited to the abilities of the
physically handicapped? None Poor Fair
Good Excellent
(6) Intramural competition in sports and games adapted
to age levels? (No interscholastic contests for
children of these ages?) None Poor Fair
Good Excellent
(7) Music (singing, piano, etc.) None Poor
Fair Good Excellent •
(8) Dramatics, hobbies, etc? None Poor Fair
Good Excellent .
h. Time allotment:
Daily period at least 30 minutes (most desirable)
exclusive of lunch time and recess? Yes No
Three times per week? Yes No
Once a week? Yes No






By providing a program of physical education end
recreation for all pupils? (bend, chorus, military
should not be substituted for physical education)
Is physical education coordinated with the total
school health program?
Is the size of classes in keeping with that of other
high school classes?
Are classes taught by teachers well trained in
total school health program with special emphasis
in physical education?(1)Momen teachers for girls?
Does this program provide opportunity for the
promotion of normal growth through a wide range
of activities, such as?
(1) Free and individual play? None Poor
Fair Good Excellent .
(2) Sports and games? None Poor Fair ^Good
Excellent .
(3) Self-testing activities? None Poor
Good_^ Excellent «
(4) Stunts and tumbling, achievement tests in
sports, and fundamental skill tests?
None Poor F&ir Good _Excellent •
(5) Swimming and life saving? None Poor








(6) Prevention of fatigue through rest and
relaxation? None Poor Fair Good
Excellent •
(7) Remedial and adapted sports? None Poor
Fair ^Good Excellent .
(8) Adequate program of intramural athletics for
junior high school students and all girls?
(No interscholestic contests for children under
13 years of age.) None Poor Fair Good
Excellent •
(9) Intramural and interschool athletics for boys
properly coached and supervised by teachers
trained in total school health program vjith major
in physical education? None Poor Fair Good
Excellent ,
(a) Are these programs in line with recommendations
in New School Health Guide?
(b) Is a physician present at each interscholastic
contest? Ye3__
(10) Is the intramural and interscholastic athletic
program- for girls in line with that recommended
in the New State School Health Guide? Yes
(11) Rhythmic fundamentals? None Poor Fair
Good Excellent .
(12) Co-educational and co-reational activities?
None Poor Fair Good EAcellent .
(13) Properly dressed for all activities? None
Poor Fair Good Excellent ,
(14) Take showers following activities? None
Poor Fa ir Good Exce lient .
(15) Camping, hiking iand outing? None Poor Fair
Good Excellent .
(16) Arts and crafts? None Poor Fair Good
Excellent .
(17) Kusic (singing, piano, etc)? None Poor
Fair ^Good Excellent





(1) Does your school have a gymnasium? Yes No
(2) Is there one piece of play material per 8
children(i,e., soccer balls, playground balls,
bats, rackets, basketballs, etc)? Yes__ No
(3) Does your school have a locker room which
provides:
(a) A locker for each child participating in
physical education program? Yes_ No
(b) Adequate shower facilities for physical
education classes? Yes_ No
(c) Adequate toilet facilities? Yes No
(4) Does your school have equipment for weiring
and measuring pupils? Yes_ No





Does each pupil in high school participate
in a period of physical activity comparable
in length to other high school classes? Yes__No
Once each day? (desirable) Yes No




1. Is health instruction integrated into the teaching of
all subjects in:
a* Elementary Schools?
(1) Check subjects: Reading Language
Science Social Studies Art Music
Physical Education Math,b.High School?
(1) Check subjects: Biology General Science
Chemistry Physics Ph^sical Education
Homemaking At^riculture English Math.
Social Studies Military Music Art
Commercial
2. Is instruction given in the facts concerning the effects
of alcohol on:
a. The Body?








3, Is driver education offered in high school?
a. Approved by State Department of Education?
4, Is instruction in safety measures included in the total
school health program?
a. Are records of accidents kept, giving location,
cause, and extent of injury?
b. Are fire drills held as part of safety instruction?
0, Are buildings and grounds checked regularly for
safety hazards as part of instruction program?
5, lo a definite period set aside for health instruction in:
a. Elementary School (7th - 8th grades)?
b. In High School?
(1) Does this meet reouirement of one unit of
health instruction as outlined in Curriculum.
Framework for Georgia Schools and in New
Georgia School Health Guide
(a) With at least one semester daily (more
is desirable) in the ninth grade?
(b) At least one semester dally (more is
desirable) in the twelfth grade?
(c) Is this instruction done by teachers
who are trained in total school health
program with special emphasis on health
instruction, comparable in qxiantity
and quality to that required by teachers
in other areas?
c. Is this instruction in elementary and high school
based upon the needs, interests, and abilities of




















(1) Heelth examinations? Yes__ N0_
(2) Health practices? Yes No'
(3) Health records? Yes No
(4) Teacher observations, etc.? Yes No'
Does it Include
(1) Health problems of school? Yes No






d. Instruction in mental health included?
e. Instruction in dental health included?
f. Instruction in first aid given to all students?
g. Do teachers and pupils plan together health instruct- Yes
ion?
(1) Health department personnel participate in
this planning?
Is the health instructional program planned as part of
the total school health program?
a. Is it written into the total health program?
Are other materials than textbooks used, as: (check)
Films Chart s Posters Exhibit s Reference Books
Pamphlets Magazines llodels Materials available








a. Is there adequate health material, available in
the school library? Yes No
(1) References for teachers? Yes No'
(2) References for pupils? Yes No'
Is any health teaching done through such activities as:
(check) trips to dairies market bakery water works
grocery store ^fire department Health department
hospitals ^radio programs received at school
special lectures assembly programs on health helping
in community clean-up campaigns medical examinations
immunizations weighing and measuring children
dental examinations testing hearing testing vision
using the cumulative health records ^school lunchroom
program morning inspections teaching high school
pupils how to drive a car ^safety on school bus ^safety
at school safety in community safety in homes fire
drills use of fire extinguishers ^laboratory experiments
making a study of what children are eating
nutritional experiments with white rats having pupils
assume responsibility for regulating heating and ventilation
to maintain temperature 68 to 70 degrees having pupils
adjust curtains and lights for best lighting effects
play activities of children having children help keep
grounds and buildings clean and attractive planting of
vegetable gardens at home at school ?
Is emphasis of health teaching directed to the formation
of intelligent behavior and proper attitudes rather than
knowledge for knowledge’s sake, as evidenced by pupils:
a. Selecting adequate and balanced diet. When choices
can be made at school and elsewhere?
Eating regularly and properly?
Drinking plenty of water daily?
Visiting dentist twice yearly and at other times
when needed?
Brushing teeth properly before breakfast and after
each meal?
Keeplngtheir person clean and well groomed?
Practicing proper toilet habits?
VJashing and drying hands with paper towels before
meals?
(1) After visits to toilet?
Playing outdoors except during inclement weather?
Working, resting, and relaxing at proper periods
and getting proper amount of sleep?
Practicing good posture habits?






































jn. Remaining at home when attacked with co Ids
or other communicable diseases? Yes No
n. Helping to keep classrooms and other parts of
buildings and grounds clean and attractive? Yes No
0, Helping to keep building properly ventilated
and properly lighted? Yes No_
p. Helping to keep seats properly adjusted to
needs of pupils? Yes No
q. Observing proper safety rules at school? Yes No”
On streets? Yes IJo”
Highways? Yes No”
In homes? Yes No”
r. Participating in monthly fire drills? Yea No"
s. Showing interest in their growth and reasons
for it? Yes No_
t. VJorking together cooperatively and being kind
and thoughful? Yes No
u. Having knowledge of and wearing and caring for
proper clothing? Yes No
V, Knowing how and properly caring for sick in home? Yes No”
w. Knowing how and administering first aid properly? Yes No"
X. Seeking scientific medical advice when ill
rather than treating self with patent
medicines or follow advice of unqualified person? Yes No__
y. Influencing in homes:
Screening? Yes No_
Providing better toilet facilities? Yes No_
Better health habits of other members of family? Yes No
Improving water supply* Yes No_
Helping to make home more attractive? Yes _No
E. Special Education
1, Does the school provide a program for exceptional
children (mentally gifted, mentally retarded, with
physical defects, emotionally disturbed or
socially maladjusted)?
a« ViThich programs are included?
2. Is this program approved by State Department of
Education?
a. VJhich programs are needed?
v’ ♦
If you need help with ithe 'program for excep-btonal children
write: SUPERVISOR of Education o5 Exceptional Children
State Department of Education,Atlanta 3iGa,
If you need help in interpreting this APPRAISAL FORM and/or in improving
your school health program write:
DIRECTOR of School Health Division,State Department of
Public Health,Atlanta 3,Ga.
or
COORDINATOR of Health,Physical Education and Recreation,
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ASE: GRADE CITY STATE DATE
Years Months
DIRECTIONS: This test has tour parts:
PART I—GOOD HEALTH AND SAFETY HABITS
PART II— CAUSE AND EFFECT IN RELATION TO HEALTH AND SAFETY
PART III—FACTS ABOUT HEALTH AND SAFETY
part IV—APPLICATION OF HEALTH AND SAFETY RULES
After reading the directions and answering the SAMPLE QUESTION and PRACTICE EXERCISE, begin the
test and answer the questions in Part I. When you finish Part I go on to Part II and then to Parts III and IV. DO NOT
HURRY. DO NOT WASTE TIML If you do not know the answer to a question, go on to the next one.
Below are listed a SAMPLE QUESTION and a PRACTICE EXERCISE that show you what to do when you begin
the test. In the SAMPLE QUESTION the BEST answer is marked for you. Next read the PRACTICE EXERCISE and
find the BEST answer. Then place a cross PQ on the letter at the right of the page that best answers the question.
SAMPLE QUESTION




(Since digestion begins in the mouth the letter B is crossed.)
PRACTICE EXERCISE:
2. After eating, do not go swimming for at least
A thirty minutes ABC
B one hour
C two hours
(Since the best answer is two hours, you should cross the letter C.)
For each question that follows, place a cross (X) on the letter in the Answer Column at the right of the page
that best answers the question. ~~
Answer Column
A X C
tOnirtrii^ht 1947. 1956. I960. Acom Puilidiine Comuonv, Rockville Centre, New York)
FORM A HEALTH AND SAFETY EDUCATION TEST PAGE 2
PART I. — GOOD HEALTH AND SAFETY HABITS
DIRECTIONS: For each question that follows, place a cross (X) on the letter in the Answer Column at the right of the
page that best answers the question.




2. The safest place to play ball is
A on the street
B near buildings with windows
C on the playground
3. On rainy days wear rubbers out of doors to
A keep from catching cold
B protect your shoes
C Keep the house clean
4. When dirt or a cinder gets into your eye
A rub your eye to push it out
B let the tears wash it out
C have it removed by a person who knows how
5. If fruit is eaten for lunch
A throw the skins on the floor
B leave the skins on the table
C put the skins into a garbage can
6. During a vacation, be careful to
A drink water that looks clean and clear
B drink water from sources approved by the board of health
C boil all water you use
7. If you must cross a busy street while roller skating
A remove skates before crossing
B skate across quickly
C skate across slowly




9. If you are wet with perspiration after a game
A drink a glass of cold water
B sit in a cool place
C put on your sweater
10. At mealtime
A be cheerful
B hurry through the meal to have more time for play
C find a topic of conversation about which you can argue
11. If you wear glasses
A keep them clean and unscratched
B clean them once in a while
C wash them when they become dirty
12. When you wash and dry your face use
A the family wash cloth and towel
B your own wash cloth and towel
C a wash cloth and towel used by not more than one other person
13. For breakfast, a boy dr girl should have
A coffee, rolls, and an orange
B cake, a glass of milk, and an orange
C an orange, whole grain cereal with milk and sugar, toast, and a glass of milk
Answer Column
ABC I
A B C 2
A B C 3
A B C 4
ABCS
ABCS
A B C 7
ABCS
A B C 9
A B C 10
A B C II
A B C 12
A B C 13
FORM A HEALTH AND SAFETY EDUCATION TEST PAGE 3
PART I.—GOOD HEALTH AND SAFETY HABITS (Cont’d)
14. If you are badly sunburned
A use baking soda and water
B forget about it
C use soap and water
15. After going to the toilet
A rinse the hands with cold water
B do not bother to wash the hands unless they are dirty
C wash the hands with soap and water
16. Your hair should be washed
A when you have nothing else to do
B at least once every two weeks
C if you are going to a party
17. The best way to develop strong muscles is through
A play
B work
C both play and work
18. When you buy shoes
A try on both shoes
B try on one shoe
C get the same size you bought the last time
19. Harmful germs may be kept away from the eyes by
A rubbing the eyes with the fingers
B rubbing the eyes with a soiled handkerchief
C keeping the face clean
20. Food helps to build strong teeth by
A eating cereals and fruits
B drinking coffee and eating pie
C drinking soda and eating sweet buns
21. If you have a severe cold
A visit a friend
B stay at home
C see a motion picture at the neighborhood theatre
22. Immediately after a meal a good exercise is to
A jump a rope
B run a race
C play marbles
23. Keep the fingernails clean by using
A a hairpin '
B warm soapy water and a nail brush
C cold water and an orange stick
24. To be healthy
A eat your food quickly
B eat a great deal of food
C chew your food slowly
25. • Clean your teeth
A at least twice a day
6 whenever you think about it
C at least once a week
26. When you get off a streetcar or bus
A hold on tight and step off backwards
B face the front and step off after the car stops
C try to get off before the car stops
27. If a person turns pale and is about to faint
A make him sit down and bend his head forward toward his knees
B give him a glass of water
C massage his wrists
Answer Column
A B C 14
A B C 15
A B C 16
A B C 17
A B C 18
A B C 19
A B C 20
A B C 21
A B C 22
A B C 23
A B C 24
A B C 25
A B C 26
A B C 27
FORM A HEALTH AND SAFETY EDUCATION TEST
PART I.—GOOD HEALTH AND SAFETY HABITS (Cont’d)
PAGE 4
28. When carrying sharp-pointed objects
A run, carrying the sharp point toward you
B look where you are going, hold the object point down and walk
C walk slowly and carry the object with point away from you
29. A good way to prevent the spread of colds is
A go to the movies because cold germs can't live in semi-darkness
B report to school as usual
C stay away from people and follow the doctor's advice
30. When you go swimming with those who cannot swim well
A duck them often to overcome their fear of water
B urge them to learn the water-safety skills
C tease them about their lack of skill
END OF PART I (GO ON TO PART II) NUMBER RIGHT IN PART I
Answer Column
A B C 28
A B C 29











PART II —CAUSE AND EFFECT IN RELATION TO HEALTH AND SAFETY




When you run, your heart
A beats slowly
B is not affected
C beats rapidly








Eating the wrong foods may be harmful because
A they do not satisfy the appetite
B we do not enjoy eating them
C they sometimes make us ill
Eyelashes help to
A keep dust out of the eyes '
B make a person more beautiful
C keep the eyes moist
The best place to play is out-of-doors in the sunshine because
A it is pleasant
B germs are killed in the sunshine
C you can see better in the sunshine
Plenty of sleep
A helps to keep us healthy
B makes us lazy
C wastes time
A regular time for going to bed
A keeps a person from going to sleep imnnediately
B causes disturbed sleep
C helps a person to form the habit of going to sleep soon after getting into bed
Avoid putting the hands into your mouth because they may
A be injured
B have dangerous germs on them
C be soiled
Answer Column
A B C I
A B C 2
A B C 3
A B C 4
ABCS
A B C 6
A B C 7
A B C 8
A B C 9
A B C 10














PART II —CAUSE AND EFFECT IN RELATION TO HEALTH AND SAFETY (Cont'd)
Traffic llghfs are used to
A slow down automobile travel
B protect the lives of people
C give policemen jobs




Healthful work and play clothes
A fit tightly
B fit exactlyC give all tne muscles of the body plenty of room
Prevent cooked meats and vegetables from spoiling by keeping them
A uncovered on the kitchen table
B in a warm closet
C covered and in an icebox or refrigerator
Children should drink milk because it
A is cheap
B helps to keep the body well
C tastes good
Muscles are strengthened through
A proper activity, food and rest
B rest or inactivity
C eating a great deal of food
Protein foods
A make us grow
B produce energy
C supply calcium
Drinking plenty of water
A increases the blood supply
B helps to keep the inside of the body clean
C helps to make strong bones




Most accidents on the school stairs can be prevented if
A everyone keeps to the right and taxes one step at a time
B only a few persons run up and down the stairs
C stop-lights are used during rush hours
We need strong teeth because
A strong teeth are beautiful
B they give us a healthy appearance
C mo^ food must be chewed
Good posture results if a person
A adjusts his body mechanics properly to the job at hand
B attempts to bend backward when standing
C leans against something when he is tired
Wet clothes and shoes should be removed to
A make us look better
B keep us from getting a cold
C dry the clothes and shoes
Answer Column
A B C II
A B C 12
A B C 13
A B C 14
A B C 15
A B C 16
A B C 17
ABC 18
A B C 19
A B C 20
A B C 21
A B C 22
A B C 23
FORM A HEALTH AND SAFETY EDUCATION TEST PAGE 6
PART II —CAUSE AND EFFECT IN RELATION TO HEALTH AND SAFETY (Cont'd)
24. Adenoids are unhealthful because they may
A keep us from swallowing
B cause mouth breathing
C give us a cold




END OF PART II (GO ON TO PART HI) NUMBER RIGHT IN PART II
Answer Column
A B C 24
A B C 25
PART III —FACTS ABOUT HEALTH AND SAFETY
















5. Most minerals and vitamins come from
A pickles, candy, and cake
B milk, fruit, meat, vegetables, and eggs
C soft'drinks, white bread, white rice, and coffee
6. Most accidents occuring in the home are classified as
A burns
B slipping and falling
C poisoning




8. A narcotic is a substance that
A stimulates a person to further activity
B puts a person to sleep, or deadens pain
C is not injurious to an individual




10. Harmful germs are really harmful only if they
A get inside your body
B are In the same room with you
C come into contact with you






A B C 2
A B C 3
A B C 4
ABCS
A B C 6
A B C 7
ABCS
A B C 9
A B C 10
A B C II
FORM A HEALTH AND SAFETY EDUCATION TEST PAGE 7
PART III — FACTS ABOUT HEALTH AND SAFETY (Confd)
12. The principal tooth-building materials are
A calcium and phosphorus
B fats and oils
C carbohydrates
13. The food containing the most roughage is
A white bread
B whole wheat bread
C rye bread
























20. Poison ivy is a plant that should be recognized by all
A teachers
B persons who walk in the country
C botanists












24. As compared to adults, children need
A more sleep
B less sleep
C the same amount of sleep




END OF PART III (GO ON TO PART IV) NUMBER RIGHT IN PART III
Answer Column
A B C 12
A B C 13
ABC 14
A B C 15
A B C 16
A B C 17
A B C 18
A B C 19
A B C 20
A B C 21
A B C 22
A B C 23
A B C 24
A B C 25
FORM A HEALTH AND SAFETY EDUCATION TEST
PART IV—APPLICATION OF HEALTH AND SAFETY RULES
PAGE 8
SAMPLE PROBLEM: Aniwer Column
Gladys goes to the dentist when she has a toothache. Madge refuses to go to the dentist.
Ruth goes to the dentist regularly at least once a year. The girl who does the BEST thing is A B
A Gladys 6 Madge C Ruth
A cross (X) was placed on the letter C at the right, because it is the best answer.
PRACTICE EXERCISE:
Bob changes his underclothes when his mother tells him to do so. William changes his under¬
clothes several times a week. Herbert wears his underclothes until they looked soiled. The boy who
has the BEST cleanliness habits is
A Bob B William C Herbert ABC
DIRECTIONS: Place a cross PQ on the letter in the Answer Column at the right of the page that BEST answers the question.
PROBLEM I. Ethel washes her hands before and after she eats. Helen washes her hands before she
eats. Barbara washes her hands after she eats. The girl who is protecting herself best from germs is
Answer Column
A Ethel B Helen C Barbara
PROBLEM 2. Three boys were looking for a pair of skates in a large dark closet. Kenneth started
to strike a match. Ralph went for a flashlight. Arthur lit a candle. The boy who practiced the best
safety rule was
A Ralph B Kenneth C Arthur
PROBLEM 3. Grace goes directly home from school, and spends the rest of the day in helping her
mother and in studying her lessons. Audrey goes to the library after school, then goes home and
spends the evening listening to the radio as she studies. After school, Florence takes a walk or plays
with her friends out-of-doors and then goes home to help her mother and to study. The girl wno is
practicing the best health habits is
ABC I
A B C 2
A Grace B Audrey C Florence
PROBLEM 4. Arthur takes a shower once a week. Albert takes a warm bath every night and a cool
shower in the morning. Fred takes a warm bath every Saturday night. The boy who practices the
best cleanliness rules is
A Arthur B Albert C Fred
PROBLEM 5. When John is hot and perspired from playing a game he takes a shower and changes
his clothes. Frank drinks a gla» of milk and eats a bun after playing hard. Henry drinks a great
deal of cold water after he has played hard. The best health rule is followed by
A John B Frank C Henry
PROBLEM 6. Grace likes to take a nap in the afternoon, go to bed late, and get up late. Frances
goes to bed very late and gets up at 6 a. m. Alma usually is in bed before 9:30 p. m. and gets up
at about 7 a. m. The girl who has the best sleeping habit is
A B C 3
A B C 4
ABCS
A Grace B Frances C Alma
PROBLEM 7. Jane fainted in the school yard. Alice wanted to carry Jane into the building. Rose
ran to get Jane a drink. Elsie laid Jane flat on her back. The best first aid given Jane was by
A Alice B Rose C Elsie
PROBLEM 8. Jim cut his finger. Donald went to get a disinfectant and some clean gauze. David
offered Jim a clean handkerchief to wrap up the finger. Jim refused the boy's help and kept sucking
his finger and then wiping it with his own soiled handkerchief. The boy who knew most about treat¬
ing cuts was
A B C 6
A B C 7
A Donald B David C Jim
PROBLEM 9. Mary does not eat breakfast but buys candy on her way to school which she eats during
classes. Eleanor eats a big meal in the morning and a big meal in the evening but does not eat
lunch. Julia has orange juice, cereal and milk for breakfast, eats a light lunch and a supper consist¬
ing of meat, vegetables, a light dessert and milk. The best eating habits are practiced by
A Mary B Eleanor C Julia
PROBLEM 10. George g'ets up early so that he can walk to school easily and wait for the traffic to
pass before he crosses the street. Alfred usually sleeps late so that he has to dodge the traffic at
crossings in order to get to school on time. Harold leaves the house early, but usually reads a book
as he is walking to school. Safety rules are obeyed by
A George B Alfred C Harold
END OF TEST — LOOK OVER YOUR WORK. NUMBER RIGHT IN PART IV
A B C 8
A B C 9
A B C 10
H-I
